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IN'l'ERDt OPmQN 

Introduction 
By this cleeision, we orcler all local exchange. carriers 

who offer residential subseribers 976 Information Aceess Service 
(~) to proceed with central offiee blocking of 976 IAS service 
for residential subscribers within 90 days of the effeetive date of 
the clecision. We also determine that further hearings are 
necessary to determine the proper allocation of costs for the. 
blocking ·of 976 IAS. 

uncler the Commission's Rules o't Practice and ProcedW:'e, 
the proposed decision of the administrative law judge (ALJ) 'tor 
these proceedings was fil"ed with the Commission and mailed to the 
parties of record on November 6, 1987. Comments on the proposed 
decision were filed by Pacific Bell (Pacific), General Telephone 
Company of california (General), Information Providers Association 
(IPA), Public Advocates, Phone Programs Ine. (PPI), Telephone 
Information Services, Ltd., and the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA) • 

After review of the comments, we modify the proposed 
decision in the following respeets: (1) authorize mandatory 
blocking of all 976 !AS for residential subscribers who have" 
received an adjustment for 976 lAS calls, (2). add more definitive 
and elarifying language with respeet to the type blocking to be 
offered, and (3) impose a $2.00 charge for blocking for residential 
customers (free for lifeline customers), a $5 charge for business 
and commercial customers, and a $5 charge for removal of blOCking. 
Background 

The 976 Information Access Service (976 IAS) is a 
telephone utility tariffed offering of Pacific Bell (Pacific) and 
General Telephone Company of california (General) which allows many 
telephone callers to simultaneously access a selected prerecorcled 
message. The service consists of the telephone company's provision 
. of transport, Dilling, and collecting in conjunction with the 
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provision of programming by private entrepreneurs known as 
'~formation providers (IP's). Past decisions fully cover the 
history and details ot the 976 service~ and we do not·believe that 
it is necessary to discuss in detail the various tederal and state 
proceedings leadinq up to this decision. ,(For eXaJnple see 
Decisions (0.) 85-ll-028 and 87-01-042.) 

Pacific and the IP's have represented that the 976 IAS 
service is profitable, producing revenues in excess of costs and 
that such funds could be utilized to ottset utility expenses while 
eon~ributinq to overall revenue requirements. In spite of the 
alleged profitability and benetits, since its inception 976 IAS 
service had problems which prompted this Order Instituting 
Investigation. At the ~e ttme, in response to customer concerns, 
the legislature passed ~ 2550 (Chapter l56l of 198$) which 
requires that telephone companies which transport 976 IAS also 
offer a service to subscribers which would enable them to' block or 
delete such service. AS 2550 required that this Commission order 
the utilities to ilnplement ):)lockinq on and after July l, 19'86, or 
on and after another date or dates which the Commission finds and 
determines to be appropriate and teasible. 

After 2S days of hearing, Interim 0.85-ll-028 granted the 
ltlotion of Pacitic, General,. ORA., and various IP's to approve policy 
and tarit! provisions to Pacific' and General's IAS tariffs on an 
interim basis. The approved revisions included advertising 
disclosure standards ):)y IP' S" a, one-time adj ustment pol icy for 
utility customers who claim they were unaware of 976 charges, and 
release of the name and telephone number of the 976 IP. 
0.87-01-042 dated January 14, 198.7 found that 976 IAS was in the 
public interest if properly regulated and ordered that central 
office Dlockinq be made available by January l" 19aa with further 
hearings to explore the followinq three types of blocking: 
(l) central office blockinq,. (2) customer premise equipment (CPE) 
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blockinq, and (3) personal identification number (PIN) access code 
system. 

Hearinqs on the three different blocking methods were 
held in July and September, 1987. Participating in these hearings 
were Pacific, General, ORA, PUblic Advocates, Information Providers 
Association CIPA), Sable communications, and Phone Programs CPPI). 
The matter was subutted on Septem))er l6, 1987 subject to
concurrent briefs to be mailed October 5, 1987. Briefs were filed 
by Pacific, General, PPI, IPA, Pul>lic Advocates and ORA. 

On October 19, 1987, PPI filed a request for an oral 
argument before the full commission respecting the issue of the 
appropriateness o~ blocking access to 976 IAS in light of the 
briefs submitted by the parties. Atterconsidering the re~est and 
reviewing the record herein, we are of the opinion that the record. 
on this issue is complete and. an en bane hearing would not be 
productive. This request will be denied •. 
Positi9n of Parties 

Pacific 
Pacific proposes that central oft ice based blocking be 

implemented in its stored program control central offices. It 
proposes that blocking in other than the stored program control 
offices be provided by adjunct devices located. in those central 
offices which do not have stored program control. Pacific suggests 
that those residential customers who desire blocking and are served 
by a central office that does not have stored prograln control but 
which is co-located in a wire center that has such capability, be 
offered the option of changing their service and telephone n~er 
to allow blocking. It proposes that any such change would be ' 

considered as part ot the cost ot blocking and such costs would 
therefore be borne by the IPs rather than residential telephone 
subscribers. 

Pacific states that ·Aa 2550 (Section 2884 of the Public 
Utilities Code) ~anQate$ an option tor customers to- elect whether 
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or not to block 976 and that the customer opting for blockinq can 
be charged $5.00 with additional costs passed on to the affected 
I~'s.l Pacific states that blocking for 88% of, its residential 
subscribers could commence by January 1, 1988. 

For the 12% of residential customers served by offices 
which do not have stored program control and thus cannot be offered 
central o~~ice blocking and have no option of changing their 
service and telephone number, Pacific recommends that two 
adjustment periods be made available in addition to the current 
one-time adjustment. As in the case' of the one-time adjustments, 
the additional adjustments would be charqed to the applicable IP 
account .. 

Pacific states that the suggestion of the IP's that AS 
2550 has been preempted as a result of federal legi~lation (47 
U.S.C. Sec. 223 (b) and subsequent action by the Federal 
Communications commission (FCC)2 is not accurate. It states that 
the FCC' in its report, which stated that exchange blocking as a 
regulatory option was both economically and technically infeasible 
and unnecessarily restrictive, was dealing with the transmission of 
obscene material to minors whereas AS 2550 is content neutral and a 
subscriber should have the option to delete access. Pacific 
further states that the federal goals were aimed at a specific 
segment ot the population and place a burden on the adult consumer 

1 Contrary to the IP position that the additional costs for 
providin~ customer blocking should be paid for out the utilities 
976 prof1ts, Pacific asserts that AB 2550 specifically refers to 
Nprovlders of information-access telephone servicesN for such' 
payment. 

2 Section 223(b) of the Federal Communications Aet orders the 
FCC to promulqate requlations relative to the transmission via 
telephone ot obscene or indecent communications for co~ercial 
purposes to any person under 18 years of age • 
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who desires such service, whereas ~ 2550 places no burden on 
o.nyone wanting the service. 

With respect to' the ar9'Ulllent that AB 2550 violates the 
First Amendment of the United States constitution, Pacific states 
that the state is not ~andating that access to adult entertainment 
or any other 976 program :be l:>locked. It states that the only 
requirement is that blocking be :mad.e avail4ble on request and as 
such is reasonably related to a state purpose and, therefore, does 
not violate the First Amendment. 

paci!i~ also dismisses as a red herring the assertion 
that A:B 2550 violates the ~odified final judgment (MFJ) in Uni:sced 
States Y bmetiean Tel. & Tel. 1982 552 F. SUppa 131, D.D.C. because 
residential subscribers opting for intra-state blocking can still 
access ~&T 900 service and 976 services in other states. It 
states a careful reading of the MFJ reveals that there is nothing 
which requires the ~ommi~sion or Pacific to treat any information 
provider the same as AT&T, Sprint or MCI. 

Pacific states that, as testitiedto by its witness, the 
study conducted by Field Research corporation3 shows that 14% of 
the respondents who were asked said they would order blocking and 
10% who.were asked about selective blocking stated they would order 
such. It states the results were surprising· since it was 

3 The study by the Field organization was ordered by the 
administrative law judge in the July hearing to determine the 
pUblic's opinion and the demand for blocking access to· 976. A 
total of 2,017 interviews of a random cross-section of California 
residential telephone householdS were conducted. The sample was 
divided into two groups with l,003 respondents asked about total 
blocking and 1,014 respondents asked about selective blockinq. The 
sample was broken into.two subsamples because it was not 
contemplated that blocking would be offered to, customers in :both 
forms--total and selective. Total blocking would block all 
intrastate 976 calls. SClective blocking would involve some 
programming on the part o~ the customer to select whieh intrastate 
progr~ to block and which to allow on his phone. 
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anticipated the de~and for blocking would be ~uch lower. Pacific's 
witness, when asked whether people informed that they could not 
block access to 976 number in other states or block access to 900 

numbers, stated ~e results would not be dr~atically different. 
Even though blocking is not total, the witness stated: 

wThere is a tendency for some people to block 
what they can ••• if this is an issue that they 
feel strongly about, they might also say, well, 
I understand it doesn't make sense because I 
understand that they could also call these out
of-state numbers but, nevertheless, I want to 
block what I can, take a position. If 
people feel stronqly abOut this, they might 
just be willing to take what they can realizing 
that economically it doesn't make sense if "it's 
an. emotional issue with them.' (~r. Vol. 37, 
pp. 5027 and 502S, September 14, 19S7.) 

Pacific states it considered a range of alternatives 
including CUstomer Premises Equipment CCPE), Central Office (CO) 
blocking, line-side adjunct device, truck-side adjunct device and 
Personal Identification (PIN) and Access Codes. After an extensive 
review of the cost and technical specifications and the demand of 
these various type of blocking, Pacific concluded that central 
office blocking was the best for the majority of its sUbscribers. 

With respect to the CPE devices, Pacific states this is a 
device, at the customer's home, that is inserted between the 
customer's telephone equipment and the utility'S network to block 
access to 976 services. All blocking devices essentially either 
interfere with the signals qoing toward the central office, or do 
not allow the digits to leave the device. Basic features o·f CPE 
are as follows: it does not require ~odifications to the network; 
is a visible indication that blocking is in place; it can be 
overridden if the customer wishes to use 976; it is easily 
defeatable if wired into a jack; it may require a technician to 
install and if it is battery-dependent it ceases to work when the 
battery is depleted • 
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Pacific's witness testified that the 'availability of CPE 
devices is still problematical and that there were no'devices known 
to Pacific which met the main criteria of non-defeatability and 
appropriate blocking method. 

With respect to PIN access cocleblocking, Pacific states 
it reviewed this method from the points of view of having such 
codes provided by Pacific or by the'sUbscriber. The codes would 
re~ire presubscription by the customer to gain access to any 97& 
service. A customer would have to' enter a Personal Identification 
NUlI:Iber to complete a 976 call. It states that a drawback to this 
procedure is in the inability of the casual user to- access 97&. 
Pacific's Marketing witness had concerns in this regard stating: 

• 

WWe believe that the call repression introduced 
by, and the substantial cost associated with 
implementation of a PIN/Access Code arrangement 
would lead to the demise of 97&, this would 
have the effect of causing forfeiture of a 
substantial amount of 976 revenue for Pacific 
Bell's ratepayers, impairment of the delivery 
of information age. services for california • 
consumers, and dama~e to Pacific Bell's overall 
ability to compete ~ the in~ormation a~e with 
resultant negative long term revenue impact.~ 

,General 
General proposes six-digit screening as the method for 

central office blocking of 976 service and that the utilities 
should not be ordered to institute the service less than 90 days 
after the effective date of the decision ordering blocking. 
General opposes any other type· of blocking or substitute measure . 
such as CPE or PIN. General also- proposes that the utilities be 
authorized to unilaterally block access to 976 service by customers 
who fail or refuse to pay 976 vendor charges after receiving a:ny 
one-time adjustment of such charqes and the costs associated with 
such blocking be borne in the same manner as the costs of central 
otfice blocking. 
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EhOM Progxnm;:e 
PPI opposes the implementation of any type of blocking. 

It recommends that the commission: (1) report to the Leqislature 
that in the Commission's view, government-or~ered ~lockinq for 976 

lAS is not feasible, but that adequate protection can be afforded 
to the public by means of separate tariffs for adult entertainment 
and live proqramming and (2) the utilities should be ordered to 
submit: (a) a proposed revision of the existing tariff 
unequivocally 1imitinq the 97& lAS to prerecorded, non-obscene, 
non-indecent offerings; (b) a proposed tariff to regulate Dial-A
Porn offerings so that access by minors can be properly and easily 
limited by parents; and (c) a proposed tariff to regulate live 
offerinqs with detailed safeguards. 

It is PPI's view that 976 programming which ofters 
information on such diverse subjects as spo~s, general news, 
business news, stock exchange reports etc. are separable from live 
and Oial-A-Porn programming and shou~d require separate tariffs~ 
PPI states that jurisdietions which do not have access to adult 
programming have little or no program controversy. PPI stresses 
that in its opinion the live and adult programming are the pr~ary 
cause of the 976 industry image and problems. 

PPI states that the solution - i.e. central office 
b!ooking, offered by Pacific is illusory and not a solution at all. 
It states that because out of state 976 calls and. AT&T's 900 
programming would. still be available to subscribers who want 
blocking, any person opting for central office blocking as now 
proposed would be misled into thinking blocking would be total. 

PPI also states that AB 2550 is inconsistent with federal 
law and such should be reported to the state legislature. It 
states cireuxustances which have developed since :the enactment of 
AB 2550 render any discernible policy behind the law moot and make 
it clear that the statute is unlawful and any efforts to comply 
with it at this time would unquestionably cause needless leqal 
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controversy and expense to all concerned, including the affected 
telephone companies, information providers, the CPUC, and 
ultimately the consuming public. It states such a controversy 
would be needless since there are availabie avenues through which 
existing problems can be corrected. 

PPI states statewide mandatory blocking is also 
discriminatory requlation with respect to interstate access'in that 
it (1) gives AT&T900R an ~air competitive advantage over 
california 97~ IAS IPs and (2) provides no method by which callers 
in the other 49 states may delete access to Dial-A-Porn. It states 
that the FCC has foUnd networ~ blocking to be unnecessarily 
restrictive and that CPE would be stmilarly flawed. 

PPI also states that AB 2550 is in violation ot the FCC's 
regulation in that any government imposed availability ot blocking 
would violate the FCC mandate of no central office or CPE blocking. 
PPI states AB 976, Stats. 1981; Ch. 1101, which was recently 
enacted by the california Legislature, codified certain defenses 
for IP's distributing obscene matter and will generate even more 
controversy than blocking because while in compliance with state 
law it could still be in violation of the FCC mandate. 

PPI asserts that the combination of central office 
blocking and CPE blocking is in direct contradiction of the MFJ 
which requires ope~atinq companies to provide access services to 
interexchange carriers and information service providers Which are 
equal in type, quality and price to the access services provided to 
~&T and its attiliates. PPl states it is uncontested that the 
local telephone utilities bill and collect on behalf of certain 
interexchange carriers, including AT&T, and that AT&T has 
established a national ,network which is a virtual replica (in terms 
of program offerings) of the local 976 lAS tariffed by the 
Commission. It states that if blocking is made available for the 
purpose of deleting access to california's 916 lAS, California's 
information providers will be victims of a clear and objective kind 
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of discrimination, when compared with AX&T and/or its providers on 
the AX&T 900 network. A similar analysis may be applied to the 
interexehange carriage of 976 programs from other states, whereby 
all interexcnange carriers would be motivated (for the purpose of 
generating revenues from long distance toll charges) to permit such 
access from californians. It states that the facts of this ease 
demonstrate that blocking, as proposed, would violatetederal 
antitrust law. 

pPJ: asserts that in mandating the choice to consu:mers of 
blocking all 976, or none of it~ the Commission would be 

erroneously yielding to a perceived threat from pornographers and 
abusers who have instituted live programming. PPI states that 
there would be many consumers who, having heard ot' or experienced 
problems with pornography or live progr~ing, would wchoosew 

plocking in order to avoid those abuses. It states implementation 
of central office blocking fails to serve any legislative purpose 
or the public interest • 

PPl also asserts that Wby forcing consumers to· retain 
access to all or none of 976 XAS, the C?UC would predietably eause 
many legitimate IPs to lose revenues. 'PPI maintains that such an 
arbitrary imposition would violate its fourteenth amendment due 
process and equal protection rights. w 

It states that in regulating a speech-ladened industry 
such as 976 lAS, the imposition of network bloekinq would arguably 
be sub; ect to a review under a standard of stri·et scrutiny. It 
states that though purporting to adopt a content neutral . 
philosophy, the faets domonstrate that the imposition of a Nc~oieeN 
of all or nothing constitutes a preference for pornographic 
offerings. Put another way, the Commission is punishing non
obscene, non-indecent programmers, for thepublie perceptions of 
Oial-A-Porn providers and access to their programs by children. It 
states the problems can be avoided by.separate tariffs for live and 
adult entertainment programming • 
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PPI contends that the content neutral philosophy 
obligates all consUmers who have access to 976 ~ to waive their 
right under federal law to delete access to obscene or indecent 
telephone transmissions. It suggests reconsideration of the 
content neutral philosophy stating direct.requlation of Oial-A-Porn 
is in the public interest, the problem will not disappear with the 
advent of new technologies, and a separate'scrvice - i.e. Tariff, 
for pornography accompanied by reasonable limits to access by 
minors will remove a public's taint now associated with 976 
service. 

PPI arques that central office blocking would not affect 
interstate access to 976 services nor have the capability of . 
blocking programs offered to AT&T 900 and that any belief of a 
reasonable partial solution is illuso~. It states that the 
expenditure associated with central office.blocking when it will 
not cure the problem makes no sense. 

PPI asserts that a content-neutral policy elevates the 
ilk of grossly prurient proqramming to.a·status equal to the 
uncontroversial content such as weather and sports~ which, by its 
nature, is not harmful. It states adult offerings should be 

separately requlated so· that access by minors could be properly 
lilD.ited. 

With respect to live programming, PPI. states it believes 
the present 976 tariff does not allow such offerings. It states 
thus as a technological matter, live connections should b~ quite 
different from the kind ot access which allows tor thousands of . 
silD.ultaneous callers to a single 976 n~er. In short, a separate 
tariff tor live programming should be adopted. 

PPI concludes there is a need tor protection from live 
and pornographiC offerings and that to meet constitutional 
challenges,. both should be separately requlated. 
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Public Adyoeates 
Public A~vocates favors the adoption of central office 

blocking to be in effect no later than April 1, 1988. It states 
such blockin9', combined with a liberal refund policy, honest 
advertising, recorded messages with information on price, and the 
eventual development of separate prefixes for Oial-A-Porn, should 
resolve the problems associated with the 976 offering_ 

Public Advocates arques that the exhibits and testimony 
ot Pacitic and General clearly establish the efficacy ot central 
office blocking over the alternatives available. It notes the 
results of the Field Study an~ the fact that in recent months, 
there has been an increase in adjustments by both Pacitic and 
General. 

With respect to the position ot PPI that blocking is 
necessa~ only for Dial-A-Porn programming, PUblic Advocates, 
citing Pacific exhibits states that the record is clear that the 
c~mplaint level of children p'roqra:m:ming i's eXtraordinarily high • 

Public Advocates supports the. results of the Field Study 
pointing out that the proj ections of 7 to ll% demand compares 
favorably with the 6.3% of households in pennsylvania4 who have 
secured blocking. 

Because only 88t ot Pacific's customers can be provided 
, central office blocking, and because of the present unavailability 

of a CPE device, ana the unacceptability of other available 
alternatives, Pub.lic Advocates supports the liberal (three-time) 
adjustment policy proposed by Pacific until blO?kin9' is available 
tor all customers. It.cautions that the three-time adjustment 
should be carefully monitored to avoid.customer abuse. 

• 
4 The facts surroWlaing the state of Pennsylvania blocking 

experience were introduced. by IPA witness Ryan • 
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PUblic Advocates states that at present, 97& is a 
defective product. However, recognizing the role 97& can play in 
the "information age", Public Advocates makes the same conswner 
protection recommendation it made in the prior hearings adding the 
need tor a 900-type number with separate prefixes tor porno, adult 
line, children-related, and all other programs. 

PUblie Advocates urges an order for central oftice' 
blocking before the 1937 Christmas season to enable the utilities 
to have the blocking in place by April 1, 1988. 

Intormation Proyiders Ass0;9iAti9n 

The Information Providers Association (IPA) opposes 
blocking of any kind stating the Commission faces virtually certain 
and protracted First Amendment and antitx:ust law challenges if it 
proceeds with blocking as presently envisioned by the utilities and 
staff. It states blocking will prove to be an expensive, confusing 
"and ineffective solution while driving most, if not all, lP's out 
of 976 lAS in California. 

1PA arques that the six-digit blocking proposed by 

Pacific and General would be *incompleteW since it would only block 
976 within California while interstate and AT&T's 900 service would 
still be available. Because ot the in~ili ty to block interstate 
and the 900 network, IPA argues these providers would have a 
competitive advantage over california IP". 

IPA also states that the customers surveyed by the Field 
Study should have been questioned about selective blocking and 
whether the $S they would pay for blocking would be expected to be 

the total cos~. ,With respect to cost, IPA states that the per 
program cost of central office blocking at 7%, 9% and ll% demand 
rates would be $10,055, $12,476, and $14,896, respectively. For 
the 12% of Pacitic's customers for whom central office ~lockin9 
would not be available, 1PA states that CPE blocking woula cost 
$8,381, $9,878 and $ll,109 at demand rate of 7%', 9% and 11%, 
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be more clear. Those IPs utilizin~ AT&T's 
interstate network or AT&T's 900 network to 
disseminate their virtually identical programs 
in california are not subject to havin~ their 
audience diminished at their own expense, even 
though it is technologically possible, 
according to General, to block 900 network 
calls. (Tr. 5102-5103, 5113.) By contrast, 
intrastate 97& IPs are forced to pay for 
reducing their audience. 

WFor this commission to frustrate the purposes 
of either the MFJ or the GTE Consent Oecree, by 
ordering Pacific and General to engage in 
discriminatory practiees whieh violate those 
decrees, woul~ constitute interference with 
entorcement of federal antitrust laws. For 
this reason, as envisioned by the utilities, 
blocking is preempted or federal law. capital 
kities Cable, Ine. y Q:::.sP, 46,7 U.S. 69l 
(1984).w 

IPA states that if implemented blocking will be an 
expensive fiasco since callers will not be prevented from accessing 
976-tyPe proqrams in oth~r states a:t1d/or AT&T's 900 network. It 
states that when residential subscribers are made aware that they 
will still be fully liable tor charges for any calls made to-
976-type programs outside of california, they will quickly realize 
that a $5 investment in blOCking will be a complete waste of money. 

IPA states that bloekin~ will bave a catastrophic effect 
on the 976 industry in general. With the repression in programs 
the'costs soar to some $503,942 per proqram. It states that leaving 
90% of the cost of. blockin~ within the control of the utilities is 
an invitation for abuse since given the wever-present incentives to 
cross-s~sidize, the utilities' costs in this area will be 
virtually ~eyond polic~ng; ORA has stated it has no interest in 
~o~itorinq Paeitic's and General's eosts. N These headaches could 
~e avoided if Pacific and General accepted responsibility for their 
product and i~plemented blocking on their own, under circumstances 
whieh left them with a direct incentive to kee~ costs to a minimum. 
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respectively. It states this cost would result in a tremendous 
repression of the numl:ler of 976 programs available·· to. the public. 

Because ot the requirement that AB 2550 imposes on the 
IPs for Dlockinq, they argue they, the IP, must pay the expense of 
diminishing their own audience and that this is an infringement.of 
First Amendment liberties.. It argues that when the blocking 
proposal is analyzed under fundamental First Amendment principles 
it is suspect. It states the apparent purpose Dehind AS 2550 - to 
help telephone subscribers who cannot control the use of their 
telephones to avoid high telephone charges for 976 calls - is not a 
suDstantial, much less a compelling, governmental interest. 

IPA argues that the fundamental flaw of the blocking 
proposal is that it is simultaneously over-inclusive and under
inclusive. It is over-inclusive because central office blocking 
would block access to all 976 numbers, and it is under-inclusive 
because callers would still not be able to-block interstate and 900 
network calls • 

Because central office blocking only blocks intrastate 
976, citing Minneapolis star TIibune v Minnesot~CommissioD of 
RQguced, 460 U.S. 575, IPA, argues that because out-of-state 976 
providers and the 900 network are spared any expense related to 
blocking these is a clear competitive advantage to the out-of-state 
providers and the 900 network in violation of the First Amendment. 

I~A also argues that subjecting only California IPs to 
the costs now envisioned for blockinq also· violates Section II-A of 
theMFJ whieh requires Pacific to provide to all information 
provi4ers Nexchange access, information access, and exchange 
services for such aceess on an unbundled tariffed basis that is 
equal in type , quality and price to that provided by Nt&T. N IPA 
states: 

NOn its face, the blocking seheme envisioned by 
Pacific and General violates the equal exchange 
access and equal information access 
requirements of the MFJ and the GTE Consent 
Decree. The discrimination could not possibly 
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Should blocking be ordered, IPA suggests the following: 
1. Subscribers be told that central office 

blocking will not stop calls to interstate 
976 numbers and 900 network numbers. 

2. The Commission not adopt CPE blocking. 

3. Pacific and General should pay for the 
costs of blocking because they will incur 
minimal out-of-pocket cash expenses. 

4. Presubscription PIN numbers should not be 
adopted. 

s. Should blocking be ordered, the Commission 
should order mandatory blocking of all 976 
calls from telephones of subscribers who 
refuse to pay for 976 calls whether or not 
they have been given a one-time adjustment. 

6. 976 service should be suspended if there 
are delays in implementing blocking'. 

'Finally, IPA states the Commission should not stray into . . 
the issue of whether 976 lAS programs should be regulated on the . . 
basis of content. It states the answer to the blocking dilemma is 
a new report to the leg'islature outlining' the constitutional and 
antitrust issues and the catastrophic costs t~ IPs of implementing 
blocking' at their expense, and requesting appropriate relief. 

~ 
ORA proposes that central office blocking' be ordered 

forthwith because it is the most effectiVe and least costly to the 
consumer while promoting the growth of the informati~n industry. 
The least preferred methods of blocking' according to ORA were PIN 
access code and CPE equipment. Staff asserts it would be 
recommending' central office blocking notwithstanding the existence 
of AB- 2550. 

ORA asserts that the soarinqincrease in adjustments 
(less than .5t of all 976 calls in February 1986 to 10-14% per 
month) for 976 calls is indicative of the need to have a blocking 
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~eehanis~ in place. In addition to the inere~$e in ~djustments, 
the staff cites the Field Study commissioned by Pacific which shows 
an 8-12% demand. rate for total blocking. The ORA notes that the 
witness who sponsored. the Field study believed. the d.emand. rate for 
blocking would. be higher it it were Offered at no cost and that the 
results of the study would probably not be changed by the fact that 

blocking would not affect interstate and AX&T 900 calls. 
Of the alternatives available, ORA asserts central office 

blOCking is preferred because it is the most eftective and least 
expensive. ORA states the PIN access code is the least preferred 
because it re~ires an affirmative request on the part of a 
sUbscriber in a44ition to the cost. (Assuming a 10% demand rate 
the cost estimated. by Pacific would be $2S,43Z,028. Of that 
~ount, $13 million would be non-volume· sensitive costs.) ORA also 
notes the PIN system would still allow circumvention and abuse and 
provide only one-level screening. 

With respect to CPE devices, ORA asserts they are too 
costly, easily.defe~ta.ble, and it selective, too difficult to· 
program. It notes that the Field. Study confirms that selective 
blocking does not see~ to be a high priority ~ong California 
consumers. For cost, ORA. points out Pacific's data that an 11% 

demand rate shows costs troma low ot $44 ~illion t~ ~ high $144 

million. ORA states th~t CPE d.oes not ~eet the desired. criteria 
of universal design for ease of installation. 

ORA supports central ottice blocking because it is the 
least expensive for both Pacitic and General, is the most 
effective, virtually toolproof, and trom the customer viewpoint 
easy to imple~ent. Cost wise, at a 10% demand rate, central office 
blocking would be about $lS per residential line for Pacific. The 
ORA also supports central office blocking as the best means of 
consumer protection while allowing expansion ot 976 services. 

For eusto~ers not served out of stored program control 
(SPC) and thus not aDle to be oftered blocking, ORA proposes that 
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local exchange carriers (LECs) be required to suspend the offering 
of 97& !AS to residential customers who cannot be offered optional 
blocking by April 1, 198$. LEes would apply for exemption to this 
provision for central offices which will not have optional blocking 
capability by April 1, 1983 but which will have such capability by 
october 1, 1988. The suspension would be implemented by blocking 
all 976 prefix calls originated from the non-conforming central 
offiee, and would be in effect until optional blocking becomes 
available or until the Commission establishes a universal access 
arrangement for information services. ORA also propose that. should 
adjunct equipment be required to accomplish the limited suspension, 
the LECs should bear such costs out of the existing contribution .. 
margin tor 97& IAS. 

With respect to the 1P's argument that optional blocking' 
infringes on their right to free speech-, DRA states that this issue 
was laid to rest in 0.87-01-042 Wherein we supported ORA's position 
that the blocking of 976 only gives the telephone subscriber the 
option ot what he wishes to hear. 

DRA notes that the IP's acknowledge blocking already 
exists in hotels, motels, g'overnment agencies,·businesses etc. and 
asserts the tree speech is only raised ~cause the IP's are asked 
to share a portion of the cost to provide blocking'. 

With respect to the motion that central office blocking 
will be unable to block interstate and AT&T 900 calls and, 
therefore, an expensive exercise in futility, DRA asserts it is 
just another red herring raised by the IPs. DRA states the 
argument that state regulation which does not cover interstate 
services is ineffective and, therefore, should not be attempted. 
could be equally appl~ed to federal regulation Which does not cover 
intrastate services. The lO9'ical result of such a rationale is 
that no action should De taken by either the. FCC or the state 
commissions to address the 976 access control problem • 
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Regarding the FCC's position that network blocking is an 
unac~eptable method of "implementing section 223 of the Federal 
Communication. Act, ORA states sueb. action is irrelevant to 
california because the FCC aetion is aimed at only Dial-A-Porn -
i.e. content, while this proceeding is aimed at regulating all 97& 
service and is content neutral. 

ORA states that whether or not AS~ZS50 was law, it would 
be recommendinq that central ottice blocking be offered as a 
necessary complement to the provision 976 service in California. 
It states it is not recommending the tmplementation of central 
oft ice ~locking merely because the Legislature has instrueted the 
commission to do so. It states the Commiss'ion has betore it a 
thorough and compelling record that can only lead to a conclusion 
that central otti~e blocking is needed as an option tor consumers 
if 976 service is to' continue at all. 

DRA. points out that this investigation into 976 service 
began'betore the Legislature acted in the area and in all 
likelihood will continue long atter. It states that, with or 
without the existence ot AS 2S50, the Commission has ample 
authority to require the offering ot optional blocking as a 
necessary consumer protection in the offering o~ 976 service in 
Calitornia. 

DRA. states that the dramatic increase in requests for 
adjustments and the findings ot the Field study lead it to 
recommend that if a final order tor ~locking cannot be issued by 
January 1, 1988 or it such ~locking is not actually implemented by 
April 1, 1988, that the Commission order the temporary suspension 
ot existing tarifts for 976 IAS. DRA suggests that the Commission 
then reopen consiaeration of 976 IAS to allow argument by staff and 
other parties that the continued offering of 976 IAS tariffs 
without adequate consumer protection capabilities is not in the 
public interest and that the Commission should order those tariffs 
to- be withdrawn or indefinitely suspended. 
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ORA states it is convinced. that in the absence of 
ad.equate consumer proteetions such as. optional central office 
blockinq, 976 service is not in the public interest and should not 
be offered in california. 

As a necessary complement to central otfice l>lockinq, and 
because blocking does not eliminate the ,need for a one-time 
adjustment prior to a customer's awareness'of 976 charqes, ORA 
recommends that the ad.justment policy ad.opted in 0.87-01-042 be 
extended indefinitely. It not extended indefinitely, DRA 
recommends the ad.justment policy be continued until the effects of 
central office blocking can be evaluated. 

To er..sure that the blocking option' is brought to the 
public's attention, ORA recommends that initial notification 
include a special mailing to all residential customers served by 
capable offices, explaining the offering of optional blocking and 
enclosing a reply card with a postage paid return envelope as was 
done in the marketing abuse case • 

Finally, the staff states that 976 serviee is only a 
small part of the overall information and enhanced services now 
developing and blocking cannot be viewed in isolation. DRA witness 
stated: 

HI would like to emphasize that the blocking 
'solution' recommended by the staff at this 
time should not be interpreted. as the 
recommended final disposition of 976 access and 
blocking issues, but rather as a t~nsiti2D 
soluti2n. Staff expects that the long-term 
resolution of the 976 access issue will be 
determined in the context of the Commission's 
ongoing development of policies regarding 
access and billinq arranqements for all 
information and. enhanced. services, probably 
within the context of an Open Network 
Architecture framework. The PUblic Staff 
anticipates that at the time that the 
Commission aclopts an overall framework for 
access, billing and consumer protection for 
enhanced services, that it would also issue 
specific direction for the possible 
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modification of the current 976 access and 
billing arrangement to conform with that new 
framework. Such a modification might vieW' 
[sic) well take advantaqe of further 
developments in network capdbilities to require 
that 976 IAS service De covered by some form of 
minimal subscription requirement. PSD 
anticipates that such a modification might be 
two to three years off in the future, 
coincident with the implementation of a 
universal access arran~ement for enhanced 
services provided withl.n the State of 
california. Accordingly, staff recommends that 
the Commission make it Xnown that its adoption 
of a Dlockinq arrangement at this time is a 
transitional measure and that it may consider 
modifications of the conditions for providing' 
976 lAS in a future proceeding. N 

To ensure blocking is implemented as quickly as possible, 
DRA made the 

(1) 

following recommendations: 
Ordering Paragraph ~ of· D.87-01-042 should 
be superseded by the provisions of this 
order. 

(2) Local exchanqe carriers (NLECSN) desiqnated 
in this order should deploy and make 
available central office blocking for 976 
Information Access Service using software
based six-digit screening for all 
residential customers served by capable 
switches. 

(3) Access to 976 lAS for residential customers 
served by "non-eonforming" switches 
should be suspended as of April 1, 1988. 
LECs shall be allowed to apply for 
ex~mption to this provision for switches 
whi:h will not have optional blocking 
capability by April 1, 1988 but which will 
definitely have such capability by 
October 1, 1988. This suspension should be 
implemented by blocking all 976 prefix 
calls originating from the non-conforming 
switch, and will be in effect as long as 
the switch is "non-conforming". If adjunct 
equipment is required to accomplish this 
limited suspension, the LEes s~all file 
advice letters detailing the costs of suCh 
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equipment and bear such costs out of the 
existing contribution margin for 976 lAS. 
Costs incurred 1n the implementation of 
this ordering paraqraph should not be 
passed on to information providers pursuant 
to Ordering Paraqraph 7. 

(4) Affected LEes should begin accepting 
service orders for six-digit screening 
within four (4) months of the effective 
date of this order. LECs should complete 
the offering to all residential customers 
served by capable switches wi th'in six (6) 
months of the effective date of this order. 
Each service order should De fulfilled 
within thirty (30) days after its receipt. 

(S) Affected LECs should provide advance notice 
to all residential customers of the 
availability of blockinq. Initial 
notification should include a special 
mailing to all residential customers served 
by capable offices~ explaining the offering 
of optional blockinq and enclosing a reply 
card with a postage paid envelope. . 
Additional notice should not be limited to 
bill inserts, but should be extensive and 
provided in appropriate lanquages. 
Periodic reminder inserts or other measures 
to continue to pUblicize the availability 
of blocking after its initial availability 
should be authorized. Such specific 
measures as are needed to effectively 
implement the 1ntent of this ordering 
para~a~h should be determined by ~e 
Comm~ss~on Adviso~· and Compliance 
Division (CACD). 

(6) LEes shall charge residential customers a 
non-recurring fee of five dollars ($5) for 
an initial order for blocking •. Non
recurring fees of five dollars ($5) should 
also apply to orders for the removal of 
blocking and reinstallation of blocking. 
CUstomers who opt for 'a number change in 
order to obtain six-digit screening should 
not be charged any additional ~ount for 
the number change. Affected. LECs should 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

file advice letters t~ implement such 
charges wi thin thirty (30) days of the 
effective date o~ this order. 

Costs incurred by LECs in the provision ot 
blocking to residential customers which are 
not recovere4 through charges to those 
customers should be recovered from 
information provi4ers subscribing to 
service under the 976 !AS taritt. 
Oetermina~ion ot cost allocation should be 
done in a later phase of the proceeding-

Atfected LECs should create and maintain 
memorand~ accounts to record all revenues, 
investment, and expenses received or 
incurred in the provision of blOCking for 
information serviees. Such 'memorandu:n 
accounts should include records of 
cumulative amounts recovered from all 
customers and information l?roviders, as 
well as recorde4 depreciat.on charges and 
plant balances. 

ordering Paraqraph l(b). of 0.87-01'-042, 
amended in 0.87-04-015, should be further 
amended to read as follows: 

l(b) ~he adjustment policy shou14 remain 
in effect indefinitely. 

(10) Ordering paragraphs 1 through 8 should be 
applicable to both Pacific Bell and General 
Telephone of california and to any other 
independent LEC choosing t~ allow 976 
access by its residential customers. H 

Discussion 
Pursuant to AB 2550, Ordering Paragraph 3 ot 0.87-01-042, 

with an effective date of January 1, 1988, ordered the respondent 
telephone utilities to provide central office Dlocking. Pending 
implementation of central office blocking, we ordered further 
hearings on the technological and economic feasibility of providing 
CPE blocking and PIN subscription to. block 97&aceess. 
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Since issuing D.8-7-01-042, suDsequent events surrounding· 
976 service convince us that central office blocking ordered in 
January 1987, should be implemented post haste. 'rhou9'h the number 
of complaints received by the telephone utilities and the, 
commission Consumer Affairs unit may have decreased in volume, 
there h~s been an escalation of customer adjustments for 976 calls .. 
For example in February 1986, the adjustment rate tor all 976 calls 
for Pacific was .st contrasted to an averaqe 10-14% rate today. 
General's 976 adjustment pattern is the same. When considering the 
dollar volume involved (PaCific's 976 billed revenue for June 1987 
was $7,523,928- and adjuste~ $J.,079,846), it is clear blocking in 
some form'is in order. 

The need for some form of blocking is also shown by the 
~ield Study commissioned by Pacific (as ordered by the ALJ). ~he 

study was to obtain an estimate of demand for each of two types of 
blocking services: (1) ,total blocking, a service/device that would 
block all 976 'calls from"a household, and (2) selective blocking, a 
service/device that would enable customers to indicate which 976 
calls should be made. The results of the study show that some 14% 
would order total blocking and lOt would order selective blocking. 
This is also an,increase over the earlier esttmates made by Pacific 
of the demand for blocking. 

Though the Field Study did not ask about interstate and 
900 network blocking, the witness stated: 

"'And there woulcl be a tendency, I think, and 
there is a tencleney for some people to block 
what they can. ~hey might do that. I really 
clon't know. 

"'They might also say--if this is an issue that 
they feel strongly about, they might also say, 
well, I understancl it doesn't make sense 
because I understand that they could also call 
these out of state numbers, but, nevertheless, 
I want to block what I can, take a position.'" 
(~r. Vol. 37, p. 5027., 
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Again, clearly there is a demand for some form of 
blocking. We conclude that central, office blocking is the best 
solution to ratepayer problems caused by uncontrolled access to 97& 
proqralnS. 

We have arrived at our conclusion on the basis of the 
evidentiary record developed Petween the date of the interim order 

. (0.87-01-042) and today;_ Nonetheless, our actions are also 
governed by Public utilities Code section 2884, which requires the 
Co~ssion to require every telephone company to orter residential 
ratepayers the option ot deleting access to to 976 programs. The 
Commission is also to establish a charqe to the subscriber, of no 
more than five dollars for ~e exercise of this option. Any 
unrecompensed expenses of blocking are to be borne by providers of 
information-access telephone services, rather than residential 
telephone subscribers. 

Our review of 976 services has been an arduous 
undertaking, in 'large part because ot the pervasiveness of the 
service and the variety ot interests at stake. 976 is of statewide 
interest Pecause it is the first product to provide ratepayers 
access to the *information age* through the local exchange network. 
However, this experience has not been entirely positive. In some 
eases, the 976 product has proved so attractive that a number of 
customers have had difficulty controlling use of 976. Testimony in 
this case has clearly established that some customers who cannot 
control access to 976 programs over their phones have 'accrued phone 
bills that threaten their financial stability. 

All parties agreed that telephone customers should pay 
the maximum amount we are statutorily authorized to charge for 
bl'ocking, that is, five dollars per residential subscriber. Even 
PUblic Advocates, who represented a number of low income customers 
who, have had difficulties with 976, accepted the one-time five 
dollar fee. We have considered the record carefully, and conclude 
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that the full five dollars would not be an appropriate charge at 
this time. 

First, blocking is now an all or nothing' proposition;' 
customers must give up access to all 976 services at once. This 
decreases the value of blOCking to customers. Second r there is 
widespread interest and concern regarding the initial availability 
of :blocking, and we wish to afford every opportunity to customers 
to solve what, in some cases, has been a long-standing problem. 

These concerns do not argue for fully free blocking, 
however. There is a substantial cost to the implementation of 
:blocking, and customers should understand that their choiee to 
block does require real resources. A charge of some size provides 
that signal. And, as noted above, every party to this proceeding 
aqreed that a eharqe is. appropri~te. 

Therefore, we will order Pacific and General to· provide 
blocking of 976 calls for a one-time fee of two dollars per line 
for residential sUbscribers~ Residential customers on lifeline 
service should receive plocking free of charge. Business and 
commercial customers desiring blocking should pay the full five 
dollars per line. 

To discourage frivolous requests for blocking, we also 
authorize a maximum $S charge for the removal of blocking from a 
sUbscriber who has previously requested and received blocking. 

We expect that in the more than three years since the 
inception of 976 IAS, significant advances in central office 
equipment should have enabled Pacific to refine and expand the 
scope of its information access services. We envision a time when 
the customer may block selectively, based on the assignment of 
telephone numbers t~ information vendors. At that time, or sooner, 
it events warrant, the Commission will reconsider the issue of the 
need for, availability, and the cost of blocking. 

The ORA correctly points out that the provision of 
blocking' is only a temporary means of addressing the issue o·f whieh 
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• services are encompassed within basic telephone service. In light 
of the Open Network Architecture mandateci' ,by the' FCC, we anticipate 
that other third parties seeking access to telephone subscribers 
will require the local exchange companies to provide access and 
billing services. The issues of whether access is automatic or not 
and whether suDscribers should pay to block access or not, will be 
revisited. 976 blocking will likewise be reviewed in that overall 
context. 

In the interim and no later than February 1, 1988, the 
telephone companies shall offer each residential subscriber 
blocking of all intrastate 976 numbers for a one-time fee of two 
dollars, or for free tor those on lifeline. Business and 
c01lllllercial customers should ~e offered blocking for five dollars 
per line. SUbscribers should be advised of this option by a notice 
enclosed with their monthly ~ills in a timely manner. The notice 
shall be developed with input from the parties and reviewed by the 
Office of the' ~lic Advisor, to inform ratepayers of the 
availability of free ~lOCking. Consumers should be clearly advised 
that the decision to block will result in the inaccessibility of 
all 976 proqr~. The notice may indicate that while when ordering 
~loeking, a consumer ::nay intend only to: block certain prO<]raIns, 
the result of blocking will be that all 976 proqrus, regardless of 
sUbject matter, toype of prO(Jram, or cost, will be inaccessible. We, 
hope that this Hall or nothinqH situation will soon be alleviated 
by the introduction of an information service in a format th~t 
enables ratepayers to selectively block. Therefore, the-notice 
shall also apprise the subscriber of the interim nature of the 
present ~lockinq charge and of the fact that the commi$sion will, 
at a later date, revise the blocking service and/or the cost of 
blocking. At that time, the record should provide us with a basis' -
for establishinq a bl,ockinq charqe which takes into account the 
costs and revenues clerivee from each particular type of information 
program. 
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The Commission finds that blocking is an appropriate 
option to assist ratepayers who are unable to control 97& usage. 
When the offering of information services is refined to the extent 
that the consumer can elect which type of program he wishes to 
block, the price of blocking to the consumer will be revisited. We 
are confident that the industry and the telephone utilities can 
develop a system whereby each program vendor characterizes its 
proqram and based on those des:i.qnations, the consumer selects which 
types of programs he or she wants blocked. 

We find that the direct costs ot. ~locking should be 
tracked in a memorandum account by Pacific and General to track 
those amounts for later recovery. The cost of blocking 97& for 
lifeline customers shall not be charged against the lifeline 
account but shall be recovered in the same ~nner as the cost of 
blocking other residential customers. The cost ot. blocking will be 
amortized when selective blocking is authorized by tarit.f and 
available to subscribers. Costs for blocking pursuant to this 
order will be recovered in the context of the ratemaking mechanisms 
we ultimately adopt to provide selective blocking. At that time, 
we will ensure that the utilities are tully compensated for the 
cost ot blocking and that subscribers are indifferent to the 
tracking mechanism. 

With respect to the IP's arqulllent that AB 2550 is 
:i.nconsistcnt with federal law and in violation of antitrust law as 
interpreted by the MFJ, we disagree. First with regard to the 
inconsistency with federal 'law, we point out the FCC Which found 
blOCking technically and economically infeasible and unnecessarily 
restrictive was concerned with wDial-A-Pornw service and the 
transport of obscene material to minors. Here we are dealing with 
a content ~eutral option where the telephone customer decides 
whether or not information access telephone service is appropriate 
for that subscriber's family. Again, we stress the word Woptionw • 
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The residential su.bscr~er must take the initiative to· exercise the 
option to block access to the 976 prefix. 

With respect to the argument that optional blocking, as 

ordered by AS 2550, somehow violates the IP's First Amendment 
rights, we point out this issue was covered in 0.87-01-042 wherein 
we supported the ORA position stating: 

and 

*In rebuttal to the First Amendment claims of 
the information providers, the PUblic Staff 
argues that under its blockin~ proposal 
(central office blocking], the californian's 
choice of whether or not to have 976 service 
come into his home no more infringes on the 
information provider's right to free speech 
than does a Californian's choice not to have a 
phone at all. The Public Staff adds that the 
often unmentioned corollary to freedom of 
speech is the freedom not to listen.* 

*FUrther, we categorically reject the self
serving viewpoint of some 976 provider 
interests that customer-initiated blocking in 
any way infringes on their free-speech rights 
or anyone else's.* (0 .. 87-01-042, mimeo. pp'. 
16-17. ) 

Further, we point out that there is no mandatory blocking except 
after a subscriber receives an adjustment and retuses to pay for 
9;6 calls subsequent to. such adjustment. SUch. action would 
alleviat¢ the expense of continued adjustments for all parties. 
The only mandate is that blocking be available at the request of 
the subscriber. We believe such a requirement is both sound public 
policy as well as reasonable. 

The IP's argument that AS 2550 violates the MFJ is not 
convincing. What is required of the Bell Operating Companies 
(SOCs) (including PaCific) is that no BOC shall disertminate 
~~e,n AT&T and its attiliat,s and other similar proy~t~. It 
also provides for any *exchange accessH or Winformation accessH 

which is being provided to AX&T and its affiliates must also be 
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provided to all interexehange carriers and information service 
providers on an unbundied, tariffed basis that is equal in type, 
quality and price to that provided to AT&T and its atfilia~es. 
-Exchange acoess* is provided to' A~&~ and, therefore, such servicie 
is provided to all inter-exchange carriers. However, -information 
access* service is ~ provided to AT&T and its affiliates and 
accordingly, there is no requirement that such services be provided 
to any information service provider. 

Having determined that blocking is in order we must look, 
as ordered in D:87-0l-042 the merits of CPE and PIN aooess codes • 

. The evidence presented is that there is presently no 
workinq CPE devioe available that is both economic and feasible. 
No party in the proceeding supporte~ the use ot such a device and 
all witnesses rejected this blockinq option. Though the use of a 
CPE device would not require modification of the network ~d is a 
visible indication that blocking is in place~ it can be overridden 
if the customer wishes to use 976, it is easily deteatable if wired 
into a jaok, may require a technician to install, and if battery 
operated, it will cease operating it the battery is depleted. The 
most glaring deficiency in the CPE is its easy defeatability and 
thus laok of customer protection. For the foreqoing reasons, we 
believe the CPE option should not be ordered at this time. 

For the use of PIN access code as a possible option to 
control access to 976, both Pacific and General reviewed its use 
and supplied data as ordered by 0.87-01-042. Pacific investigated 
two difterent methods of implementing PIN access concluding it was 
not the best 976 blocking method available. In reaching its 
decision, Pacific noted that a PIN system would require use of a 
touch tone telephone and that 28% of its residential subscribers 
still employ rotary telephones. General investigated some five 
different,PIN systems before concluding none were as preferable as 
central office blocking. Like Pacific, General expressed concern 
that any pre subscription system r while much more expensive to 
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institute', would also inbibi t the spontaneous access to. the 
service. 

In short, there was. no support for a PIN access system 
because ot the inhibiting prospects for 976 service, the-high 'cost 
of implementing such a system as compared ,to central office 
blocking, and because such systems would provide one-level 
screening which would make them susceptible to cirCUlD.vention. A 
more important negative consideration, however, is the fact that 
a PIN number could be used by any telephone, and its loss or 
discov0i:Y by random dialing could conceivably create a problem akin 
to that associated with stolen credit cards. 

We believe that because of the inherent problems 
associated with a 'PIN access code system, implementation of such a 
system is not warranted at this time. 

For the 12% o~ Pacific's residential telephone 
subscribers who cannot be oftered central office Dlocking because 
of constrants in the technology of their local central office, we 

• 

believe that, with proper safeguards, Pacific's proposal that • 
these subscribers be provided two additional adjustments is a 
sound approach. ThuS, we will not adopt the' DRA proposal to 
suspend 976 service to this segment. Pacitic should carefully 
monitor this program to mitigate the possibility ot abuse. The 
cost of additional adjustments, i; necessary, should be apportioned 
between local exchanges and information providers in accordance 
with our current adjustment policies. 

Pacific and General should begin accepting orders for 
blocking on February 1, 1988. Since we are ordering blocking, 
Ordering Paragraph 3 of 0.87-01-042 will be superseded by the 
provision of this order. We adopt the ORA recommendation as to. 
the form of notice, outlined in paragraph (5), above, and order the 
ORA and CACO staff to work 01.!t the details of such notice-.. The 
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subscriber's request tor blocking should be complied with by 
Pacific and General within thirty (30) days after receipt of the 
requires tor blocking. 

Beeause the total costs to provide blocking are unknown, 
turther hearing to determine the amount and allocation of costs 
will be necessary. Both Pacific and General should set up 
appropriate accounts to record the revenues, investment and 
expenses to facilitate the final determination of cost allocation. 

At this time, the adjustment policy set forth. in 
ordering paragraph (1) of 0.87-01-042 shall be continued. The 
parties should present evidence on whether changes to the 
Commission's adjustment policy will be appropriate when blocking is 
in place, as well as the appropriate test for determining that 
blocking has been successfully implemented. 

We would point out that although this decision involves. 
blOCking of 976 IAS se~ice, in reality it is, as pointed out by 
the ORA, a transition decision in the context of the Commission's 
ongoing development and adoption of policies regarding access and 
billing arrangements for all information and enhanced services.' 
Finding:; or Fact 

1. 0.87-01-042 ordered that the telephone utilities provide 
central otfice blocking of 976 IAS service be made available by 
January 1,1988 as mandatec1 by Section 2"884 of the Public Utilities 
Code. 

" 
2. There has been a significant increase in the number of 

adjustments for 976 lAS calls by both Pacific and General. 
3. The number of adjustments make the immediate need for 

blocking access to 97& lAS imperative. 
4. Central office blocking of 976 IAS service is the most 

economical and technically teasible of the available blocking 
methods. 

5. The central office blocking of 976 lAS, to be offered to 
residential telephone subscribers, is not based on message content • 
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&. Central office bloc~nq of 97& !AS is an option .that 
requires an affirmative act on the part of the telephone 
sW>scriber. 

7. Central office blockinq access to 976 IAS calls provides 
the residential telephone subscriber another option of the type of 
telephone service ,desired. 

8. Providing the residential telephone subscriber the option 
of deleting access to the 97& lAS service does not impinge on the 
First Amendment rights of the information providers. 

9. Providing the resi,dential telephone subscriber the option 
to delete access to the 976 IAS service is not anticompetitive to 
the information providers due to a failUre to block interstate 976 
calls or ~&T 900 service. 

10. Residential subscribers should be offered the option to 
block access to 976 numbe~ tor a one-time fee of two dollars 
($2.00). Residential lifeline customers should be offered blocking 
free of charge. Business and commercial customers should be 

e· 

offered blocking for five dollars ($5.00) per line. Those electing ~ 
to block pursuant to this order shall be assessed a five dollar 
($S.OO), charge to change their'blocking service, that is, either to 
unblock a line or to exercise a selective blocking option that may 
be provided in the future. 

11. Pacific's proposal for two additional adjustments for 
residential telephone subscribers served by offices not having 
stored prograDl control and who thus cannot be offered central of ice 
blocking is reasonable. It is reasonable to apportion the costs of 
these adjustments between information providers and local exchange 
carriers in accordance with our current policy regarding such 
adjustments. 

12. Since lO,cal exchange carriers have been forbidden to 
disconnect residential telephone service for nonpayment of 976 IAS 
charges, after an adjustment for 976 IAS calls pursuant to the 
adjustment policy established by 0.87-01-042 the local exchange . 
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carrier should be authorized to, block access to 97& IAS service for 
customers who do not pay their 9,7& bills. 

13. Pacitic and General should otter blocking on or betore 
February 1, 1988. 

14. Pacitic and General should provide notice to all 
residential subscribers ot the availability of blocking within 
ninety (90) days of the effective' date of this order. 

15. Pacific and General should file advice letters to provide 
for residential subscriber blocking consistent with this order. 

16. Pacific and General should set up a memorandum account to 
record all revenue and direct costs associated with the blocking 
ofter. 

17. 976 Information Access Providers are notified that th~ 
cost of subscriber blocking as ordered herein may be recovered from 
them atter completion ~t subsequent proceedings in which they will 
have an opportunity to be heard. 

18. The cost of blockinq pursuant to this order shall be , . 
recovered in the ratemaking mechanism which we ultimately adopt 
when selective blocking becomes available. At that time, the 
utilities will be fully compensated for the cost of blocking, and 
any prospective subscriber charge tor blocking should not recover 
any alI10unts tracked in the memorandu:m account. 

19. The record on the issue ot blocking is complete. An en 
banc hearing before the full Commission would not be productive. 
S:onclusions Of Law 

1. Public Utilities Code section Z8S4 requires local 
exchanqe carriers to otter blockinq of. 976 IAS service to 
residential telephone subscribers. 

Z. The most teasible and economic blocking of 976 IAS 
service is from the local exchange carriers central office. 

3. CUstomer premise device blockinq and a PIN access system 
are not economic or feasible alternatives at the present tfme • 
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4. For subscribers wishing to delete 976· access but not 
served by a central office with stored proqram control but which is 
eo-located in a wire center with such capability should be offered 
the option ot changing their service and telephone number to allow 
blocking. 

S. For residential customers served by ottices which do not 
have stored proqr~ control and which have no option ot changing 
their service and telephone number should be allowed two· additional 
opportunities tor adjustments. SUch adjustments should be treated 
the same as adjustments are now treated •. 

G. CUstomers who tailor refuse to pay for 976 IAS charges 
(except tor charges for which an adjus:tlDent is granted) are subject 
to mandatory blOCking of access to 97& IAS. 

7. FUrther hearinqs are necessary to determine the amount 
and alloeation of costs for blocking 976 lAS service. 

• 

8. Central otfice blocking is content neutral and is not in 
confli~ with First Amendment righ~s ot tree speech, Federal. 
Communication Commission opinions, or the Moditied Final Judgeme.nt • 
in unit~d Stat~s ot Ameri~a y American ~lephone and Telegraph CQJ, 
552 F. SUppa 131 (O.D.C. 198), atf'd sul> nom. Ha;:y1and v United 
States, (1983) 460 U.S. 1001 and united states ot Ameri~a Y GtE 
~orporation, 1985-1 Trade Cas. (cca) 64, 771, as modified and 

I approved in united StA~es ot America Y YTE CorporAti2n, (1984) 603 
F. SUppa 730. 

9. The provisions of this order should apply to all local 
exchange carriers who otter residential subscribers 976 lAS 
service. 

10. An en banc hearing on the issue of blocking 976 IAS is 
not necessary. 
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r.r IS ORDERED that: 

1. All local exehanqe carriers who otter 976 IAS service to 
residential subscribers shall o~~er central o~~iee blocking of 976 

IAS no later than February 1, 1988. Notice of the availability of 
central office blocking shall be given by notice pursuant to this 
order within 90 days atter the effective date of this order. Such 
blocking shall be six-diqit screening applied to the ten California 
area codes. Such blocking shall be provided to customers served b~ 
stored program control central offices capable of providing the 
service. 

2. All local exchange carriers offering residential 
subscribers 976 IAS service shail provide advance notice to all 
residential customers of the availability of blockinq. Initial 
notification should include a special mailing to all residential 
customers served by capable offices, explai~ing the offering of 
optional blocking. Notice of blocking availability shall not be 

limited to Enqlish. Specifics of the notice Shall be coordinated 
by the Commission Advisory and Compliance Division. 

3. Six months after the initial notice, and at least once 
each calendar year thereafter, affected carriers shall notify all 
residential customers of the continued availability of blocking. 

4. Residential~subscribers opting to block 976 IAS service 
shall be charged a a one-time fee of two dollars ($2.00), except 
for lifeline customers who will not be charged a fee. Business and 
commercial customers optinq to bloek 976 shall be charged a one
time fee of five dollars ($5.00) per line. 976 IAS blockinq 
service shall be removed for a feQ of five dollars ($$) upon 
written request from the residential subscriber to the local 
exchange carrier. A non-reeurrin9 ~ee o~ ~ive dollars ($$) shall 
be charged to residential subscribers for any reinstallation of 
blocking • 
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s. Residential subscribers served by a non-capable central 
office who request a change of telephone numbers to be served by a 
co-located capable central office- for the purpose of obtaining 976-

IAS blocking service shall not be charged for such number change. 
6. Residential subscribers who cannot be offered central 

office blocking due to constraints in central office t~chnology 
shall be eligible for two additional adjustments. Pacific shall 
closely monitor this program to ensure that there is no abuse. Any 
charge backs will handled according to the current commission 
policy regarding adjustments. 

7. Respondent local exchange' carriers offering 976 IAS 

service may block access to 976 IAS for customers who failor' 
refuse to pay 976 IAS charges (except for charges for which an 
adjustment is granted). All costs for such blocking shall· be 
inc1ueleel with anel paid for in the same manner as other blocking 
costs • 

., 

. 8. Pacific and General shall file within 30 days of the 
effective date of this order an advice letter implementing blOcking~ 
as ordered herein. . , 

9. Pacific and General shall maintain accounts of record of 
income and expenses incurred to provide blocking of 976 IAS 

services. 
10. The cost of blocking 976 for lifeline customers shall not 

be charged against the lifeline acco~~t, but shall be recovered in 
, ~ 

the same manner as the cost of blocking other residential 
customers. 

11. FUrther hearings to determine the proper allocat1on of 
costs for blocking of 976 IAS should be held within 90 days of the 
effective date of this ~der. 

12 ... In addition to Pacific and General, the provisions of 
this decision apply to any independent telephone exchange carrier 
opting to provide 976 IAS service to residential subscribers, 
except that such telephone companies who do not want to 
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automatically block may file an advice letter with the Commission 
cletailinq any history of 976 complaints in their service territory 
and the costs of compliance. 

13. 1'he request tor an en bane argument on blocking is 
denied. 

This order is effective today_ 
Dated December 9,1987, at San Francisco, california. 

I dissent in part. I will 
tile a written dissent. 

Is'; DONALD VIAL • 
COIDlllissioner 
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DONALD VIAL, Commissioner, Dissenting in Part: 

While I strongly support today's decision givinq 
telephone subscribers th~ option to have 976 calls blocked, I 
oppose charging them for exercising that option. The full cost 
of blocking should be borne by 976 providers as an inteqral part 
of the cost of doing business under our 976 tariff arrangements. 
Such costs are, in reality, a kind of trade off for giving for
profit 976 ventures the potentially lucrative opportunity of 
linking up with the Ubiquitous mar~et of a requlated monopoly 
telephone utility ~ att~ching their billinq for 976 calls 
directly to the revenue collection o·f the regulated utility. 976-
Providers pay for the arrangement only as 976 calls are made. 
Their payment to the telephone utility for line usage (transport 
fee) and the billing service is an offset aqainst the revenues 
that telephone utilities collect from the phone subscriber and 
remit to the 976 providers • 

It is hard to think of a sweeter business deal. I have 
no sympathy whatsoever for those 976 entrepreneurs who have 
flourished on this business arrangement and now act as if 
charging them for the cost of a subscriber blocking option 
violates a vested right to aCCess households for 976 calls 
because of their financial investments in 976 ventures. 
Outrageousl 

Even though the charges in today's decision are modest, 
for which I am appre~iative, the matter should not be treated 
lightly. That is the reason for this dissent. The issues 
involved deserve serious thought, because the cost-allocation 
problem manifested in connection with our 976 tariff is only the 
tip of the iceberg -- an iceberg that presages a new era of 
competitive information and wenhancedw telecommunications 
services to ~ attached to, and accessed through, the basic 
regulated services of telephone utilities under the evolving Open 
Network Architecture (ONA) policies of the FCC and Judge Greene's 
most recent MFJ aecision • 

I do not mean to imply in any way that telephone 
subscribers do not stand to benefit from the availability of 976-
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services or from the erupting wintormation age.w When the CPUC 
authorized 976 services, we were focused on this information age 
and the technology of making information easily and directly 
accessible from virtually every home and other telephone location 
in the state. In opening up vast new market vistas t~ 
entrepreneurs who have winformationw to sell, we gave these 
business people the potentially lucrative opportunity outlined 
above to link up with a treasureci monopoly market. Even though 
this link-up of 976 services with basic telephone services might 
seem highly favorable tc the 976 investors -- especially in terms 
of the low-investment cost for accessing a wide market -- it 
could be justified trom a regulatory viewpoint on the basis of 
the ciesirability of giving telephone subscribers direct access to 
possibly valuable information services, especially if there were 
some WmarginW contribution to maintaining low tariffs for basic 
telephone sGrviees. ~he Commission saw it as a triple WwinW 
situation -- a NwinN for the 976 provider, for a universal 
telephone system, and for the telephone subscriber. 

What the Commission did not fully foresee at the time 
was just how attractive some types of 976 service might become; 
nor did we fully appreCiate the kinds of problems we mi~ht be 
creating for subscribers to control either the placement of 976 
calls or their ultimate telephone bills. Those problems became 
so great that we found it necessary to provide consumer 
protections against abusive 976 advertising directed at children, 
to launch an extensive rebate program for large bills incurred 
without authorized phone use, and now, by this decision, to 
finally implement central office blocking under legislative 
mandate. (We cio so, I should acici parenthetically, in a manner 
that fully protects the civil liberties of both providers and 
ratepayers without involving government in ciecisions of choice by 
citizens). 

As we know, the tough issue before us is not whether the 
blocking option should be made available to telephone 
subscribers. I'm sure all of us regret that it has taken so long 

~ to go through the time-consuming effort of determining what type 
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~ of blockinq would ~ appropriate to require at this time of the 
development of blocking technoloqy. ~he tough issue~ as I have 
indicated, is how the cost of central office blocking adopted 
today should be allocated. Specifically, should the ratepayer 
desiring blocking pay for part of the cost incurred by the 
telephone company or should the blocking costs be treated as a 
legitimate cost of doing business and charged fully to the 976 
providers? 

• 

The law permits ratepayers to be charged a maximum. of $5 
for blocking. It can be argued that this amount or something 
less than $S should be paid by r~tepayers who- request blocking, 
because they should share in the cost of protecting themselves as 
consum.ers if they can't control the use of their own phones .. As 

the argument qoes, in the new information age that is upon us, 
telephone subscribers are just going to have to be more 
responsible about who uses their telephones. It's that simple. 
~he problem is not new. Telephone subscribers have to control 
the use of the telephone for long distance calls through carriers 
that access the local exchange. 

This argument has some merit, but it is undermined by 
the fact that the present control problem for the telephone 
subscriber who pays the bill is greatly exacerbated when we, the 
CPUC, allow a whole new group of information providers to attach 
themselves to a monopoly network for direct telephone access with 
integrated billing of the telephone subscriber. It seems grossly 
unfair to charge a telephone subscriber~ for example, to- block a 
business enterprise from reaching directly into the home to gain 
a market for a service that the subscriber has not sought. Should 
such a subscriber have to pay to block a purveyor of sports 
NtriviaN from being readily accessible in a household that is 
having trouble containing the 976 calls of an exuberant teenage 
sports fan? What about sexually-oriented recordings that may be 
offensive to some telephone subscribers? Shall a subscriber have 
to pay to keep sexually-oriented messages from coming into his or 
her home? Or is it more important that we minfmize the business 
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costs of 976 providers by having the 'ratepayer pick up some 
portion of the blocking costs. 

The issue is not an easy one to resolve even from the 
point of view of the telephone subscriber. The whole issue of 
blocking and the allocation of its costs is complicated by the 
fact that selective blocking is not as yet technically available. 
Thus, in order to block undesired 976 services, it is 41so 
necessary to block other proqram services that may be desired or 
not unwanted. Both the decision to block by a telephone 
subscriber and the regulatory issue of how to allocate blocking 
costs would be easier to resolve if selective blocking were 
available now. But it is not, an~ today we have to make the 
regulatory decision on allocation while implementing the 
legislative mandate to provide a blocking option. 

As my rejected changes in the ALJ's order proposed, I 
would have opted to provide for central station blocking without 
charge to the telephone subscriber pending our revisit of the 
issue when selective blocking becomes available. A subscriber 
choosing to block access would not face a charge unless a change 
in blocking service is ordered; that is, unblock the line or 
exercise selective blocking when it becomes available. 

Also, prior to the availability of selective blocking 
and in order to minimize any adverse impact of blocking on the 
business costs of 976 providers, I would provide that the actual 
cost of central office blocking would be recorded in a memorandum 
account to be allocated prospectively in the context of the 
ratemakinq mechanism we ultimately must adopt to provide 
selective blocking when it becomes available. 

To sum up, while the majority today established blocking 
charges to ratepayers less than the legislatively set maximum of 
$S, I cannot accept the premise that in the absence of selective 
blocking telephone subscribers should pay anything to prevent 976 
markets from being extended into their homes. It is wrong to· 
link-up 976 providers with regulated monopoly telephone services 
and then charge subscribers to block the link-ups it they are 
unwanted. It is egregiously wrong when telephone subscribers 
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don't even have a choice of the kind of 1ink~ups with 97& 
providers they may want to permit in their homes. 

~ 
Donald Vial, Commissioner 

Decenwer 9, 1987 
San Francisco, california 
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--------------------------------) 
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(Filed August 14, 1987) 

--------------~--------------) 
Decision 85-11-028 tor appearances.) 
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:nm:RIK' QpnqQN ' 

Intxoduc;tiOD 
By this deeision, we order all local exeb ge carriers 

who otter residential subscribers 976 Intormation ccess Service 
(IAS) to proceed with central oftice blocking 0 976- IAS service 
for residential subscribers within 90 days of 
the decision. We also determine 'that ~e 
necessary to determine the proper allocati 
blocking of 976- IAS. 

e effective date of 
hearings are 

of costs tor the 

Under the Commission's Rules 
the proposed decision of the administ 

f Practice and Procedure, 
tive law judge (AIJ) for 

these proceedings was filed with the Commission and mailed to the 
parties of record on November 6, 1 7. Comments on the proposed 
decision were tiled by Pacific Be 1 (Pacific), General Telephone 
Company of California (General), Information Providors Association 
(IPA), Public Advocates, Phone ograms IX?-c. (PPI), Telephone 
Information services, Ltd.'ld the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA) • 

Atter review of t1le comments, we modify the proposed 
decision in the fOllOWingj'respects: (l) authorize mandatory 
blocking of all 976 ~or residential subscribers who have 
received ~ adjustment or 976 XAS calls, and (2) add more 
definitive· and clarif . ng language with respect to the type 
blocking to be offer~ and the $5 charge for installation and 
removal of bloeking! 

aAggrounci ~ The 976 I~or.mation Access Serviee (97& rAS) is a 
'telephone utilit tariffed offering ot Pacific Bell (Pacific) and 
General TelePh~e Company of calitornia (General) which allows many 
telephone cal rs to simultaneously access a selected prerecorded 
message. ;the service consists of the telephone company's provision 
of transport billing, and collecting in conjunction with the 

J 
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unaware o~ 97~ charges, and release of the name and telephone 
nUlllber of the 976 IP. 0.87-0l-042 dated January l4, 1987 found.~· ..... r" 

/' 

that 976 lAS was in the public interest if properly regulate<1 and 
'" ordered that central office blocking be made available by .. 

January l, 1988 with further hearings to explore th~llOwing 
three types of blocking: (1) central office block,j:ng, (2') customer 
premise equipment (CPE) blocking, and (3) persona~ identification 

.t 
nUlllber (PIN) access cOd.e system. r' 

Hearings on the three different b~king methods were 
held in July and September, 1987. partici~~ting in the hearing 
were Pacific, General, PSO, Public Advoottes, ln~or.mation Providers 
Association (IPA) , Sable communicationL, and Phone Programs (PPl). 
The :matter was submitted on SePte.xobe/'l~' 1987 subject to 
concurrent briefs to bemailedOctober5.l987.Briefs were filed 
by Pacific, General, PPI, lPA, Putlic Advocates and PSO. 

,,' On October 19, 1987, jPPI filed a request for an oral 
argument before the full commi~sion respecting the issue of the 
appropriateness of blocking,/ccess to 976 lAS in light of the 
briefs submitted. by the pa~ies. After considering the request and 
reviewing the record. her~, we are of the opinion that the record 
on this issue is comple~ and an en banc hearing would. not be 
productive. This requ~t will be denied. 
Position of PaGics /' 

i3lcitic I 
Pacific p;roposes that central office based blocking be 

implemented in it~/stored program control central offices. It 
proposes that bl~cking in other than the stored. program control 
offices be provided by adjunct devices located. in those central 
offices which dJ not have stored program control. PacifiC suggests 
that those residential customers who desire blocking and are served 

f 

by a central office that does not have stored program control but 
which is co-l,beated in a wire center that has such capability, be 

~ 

offered the option of eh.anging their service and telephone number 
I . 

! 
1 • 

I 
! 

i 
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to allow blocking. It proposes that any such change would be 
considered as part of the cost ,of blocking and such c~s~would 
therefore be borne by the IPs rather residential te~phone 
subscribers. fA;." 

Pacific states that AS 2550 (Section.~884 of the Public 
Utilities Code) mandates an option for custo~efs to elect whether 
or not to block 976 and that the customer ~eing for blocking can 
be charged $5.00 with additional costs passed on to the affected 
IP~s.l Pacific states that blocking to~sS% of its residential 
subscribers could commence by January l~ 1988. 

'" For the 12% of residential;eustomers served by offices 
which do not have stored program c~rol and thus cannot be offered 
central office blocking and have no option of changing their 

"'" service and telephone nu.:mber, Padific recommends that two· 
adjustment periods be made avai~~le in addition to the current 
one-time adj ustment. As in tb./ case of the one-time adj ustments, 
the additional adjustments wo~ld be eharged to the applicable IP 
account. ;" 

Pacific states that the suggestion of the IP's that AB 
«I 

2550 has been preempted a~a result of federal legislation (47 
.1';' 

u.s.c. Sec .. 223(b) and subsequent action by the Federal 
Communications comm.issi~ (FCC)2 is not accurate. It states that 
the FCC in its report, fhiCh. stated that exchange blocking as a 
regulatory option wa~~ economically an4 technically intcasible 

/ 
1 Contrary to the IP position that the additional costs for 

providing customerJblocking should be paid for out the utilities 
976 profits, Pacific asserts that AB 2550 specifically refers to 
*providers of information-access telephone services* for such 
payment. I 

J 

: 
, 2 Section 22301'» of the Federal Communications Act orders the 
FCC to promulgate regulations relative to the transmission via 
telephone of obs¢ene or indecent communications for commercial 
purposes to any person under lS· years of age. 

! 
I 

I 
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~nd unnecessarily restrictive, was de~linq with the transmission of 
obscene material to minors whereas AB 2550 is content neutral and a 
subscriber should h~ve the option to delete access. Pacific 
further states that the federal goals were aimed at a specific 
segment of the population and places a burden on the adult consumer 
who desires such service whereas AB 2550 places no burden on anyone 
wanting the service. 

With respect to the argument th~t AS 2550 violates the 
First Amendment of the United States constitution, Pacific states 
that the state is not mandating that aecess to adult entertainment 
or any other 976 proqr~ be blocked. It states that the only 
requirement is that blocking be made available on request and as 
such is re~sonably related to a state purpose and, therefore, does 
not violate the First Amendment. 

Pacific also states that the assertion AS 2550 violates 
the modified final judgment (MFJ) in united states v American 
Iel. & Tel. 1982 552 F. Supp. 13l, D.D.C. because residential 
subscribers opting for intra-state blockinq can still access AT&T 
900 service and 976 services in other states is a red herring- It 
states a careful reading of the MFJ reveals that there is nothing 
which requires the Commission or Pacifie to treat any information 
provider the same as AT&T, Sprint or MeI • 
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Pacific states that, as testified to by its witness, the 
stu~y eon~ueted by Field Research corporati~n~ shows that 14% of 
the responaents wh~ were aske~ sai~ they would order blocking an~ 
10% who were asked about selective blocking state~ they would order 
such. It states the results were surprising since it was 
anticipated the demand tor blocking woul~ be much lower. Pacific's 
witness, when aske~ whether people informed that they could not 
block access to 976 number in oth¢r states or block access to 900 
numbers, stated the results woul~ not be dramatically different. 
Even though blocking is not total, the witness stated: 

*There is a tendency for some people to block 
what they can· ••• if this is an issue that they 
feel strongly about, they might also say, well, 
I understand it doesn't make sense because I 
understand that they could also call these out
of-state nuznljers but, neVertheless, I want to· 
block what I can, take a position. ••• If 
people feel strongly about this, they might 
just be willing to take what they can realizing 
that economically it doesn't make sense if it's 
an emotional issue with them.* (Tr. Vol. 37, 
pp. 5027 and S028, September 14, 19S:7.) 

Pacific states it considered a range of alternatives 
including CUstomer Premises Equipment (CPE),.Central Office (CO) 
blocking, line-side adjunct device, truck-side adjunct device and 

3 The study by the Field organization was ordered by the 
administrative law judge in the July hearing to determine the 
public's opinion and the demand for blocking access to 976. A 
total of 2,017 interviews of a random cross-section of California 
residential telephone households were conducteQ. The sample was 
divideQ into two ~roups with 1,003 respondents asked about total 
blocking and 1,014 respondents asked about selective ~locking. ~he 
sample was broken into two subsamples because it was not 
contemplated that blocking would be offered to customers in both 
forms--total and selective. Total blocking would block all 
intrastate 976 calls. Selective blockinq would involve some 
proqramming on the part of the customer to select which intrastate 
programs to block and which to allow on his phone. 
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Personal Identification (PIN) and Access Codes. After an extensive 
review of the cost and technical specifications and the demand of 
these various type of bloekinq, Pacific concluded that central 
office blocking was the best for the majority of its subscribers. 

With respect to the CPE devices, Pacific states this is a 
device, at the customer's home, that is inserted between the 
customer's telephone equipment and the utility's network to block 
access to 976 services. All blocking devices essentially either 
interfere with the siqnals going toward the central office, or do 
not allow the digits to leave the device. Basie features of CPE 
are as follows: it does not require modifications to the network; 
is a visible indication that blocking is in place; it can be 
overridden if the customer wishes to use 976; it is easily 
deteatable it wired into a jack; it may require a technician to 
install and if it is battery-dependent it ceases to work when the 
battery is depleted. 

pacific's witness testified. that the availability of CPE 
devices is still unsure and that there were no devices known to' 
Pacific which met the main criter~a of non-defeatability and 
appropriate blocking method. 

With respect to PIN access code blocking, Pacific states 
it reviewed this methOd from the points of view of having such 
codes provided by Pacific or by the subscriber. ~he codes would 
require presubseription by the customer to gain access t~ any 976 
service. A customer would have to enter a Personal Identification 
NUmber to complete a 976 call. It states that a drawback to this 
procedure is in the inability of the casual user to access 976. 
pacific's Marketing witness had concerns in this regard stating: 

WWe believe that the call repression introduced 
by, and the substantial cost associated with 
implementation of a PIN/Access Code arrangement 
would lead to the demise of 976, this would 
have the effect of causing forfeiture of a 
substantial amount of 976 revenue tor Pacific 
Bell's ratepayers, impairment of the delivery 
of information aqe services tor California 
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consumers, and dama~e t~ Pacific Bell's overall 
ability to compete l.n the information age with 
resultant negative long term revenue impact.-

General 
General proposes six-digit screening as the method for 

central office blocking of 97& service and that the utilities 
should not be ordered to institute the service less than 90 days 
after the effective date ~f the decision ordering blocking-
General opposes any other type ~f blocking or substitute measure 
such as CPE or PIN. General also proposes that the utilities be 
authorized to unilaterally block access to 97& service by customers 
who fail or refuse to pay 97& vendor charges after receiving any 
one-time adjustment of such charges and the costs associated with 
such blocking be borne in the same manner as the costs ~f central 
office blocking. 

Phone Proqr~ 

PPI opposes the implementation of any type of blocking. 
It recommends that the Commission: (1) report to the Legislature 
that in the Commission's view, government-ordered blocking for 97& 
IAS is not feasible, but that adequate protection can be af~orded 

to the public by means of separate tariffs for adult entertainment 
and live progralnIlling and (2") the utilities should be ordered to 
submit: (a) a proposed revision of the existing tariff 
unequivocally limiting the 976 IAS to prerecorded, non-obscene, 
non-indecent offerings; (b) a proposed tariff to regulate Oial-A
Porn offerings so that access by minors can be properly and easily 
limited by parents; and (c) a proposed tariff to regulate live 
offerings with detailed safeguards. 

It is PPI's view that 97& programming which offers 
information on such diverse subjects as sports, general news, 
business news, stock eXChange reports etc. are separable from live 
and Oial-A-Porn programming and should require separate tariffs. 
PPI states that jurisdictions which d~ not have access to adult 
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programming have little or no proqram controversy_ PPI stresses 
that in its opinion the live and adult programming are the primary 
cause of the 976 industry image and problems. 

PPI states that the solution - i.e. central office 
~locking, offered by Pacific is illusory and not a solution at all. 
It states that beeause out of state 976 calls and AT&T'S 900 
programming would still be available to subscribers who want 
blOCking, any person opting for central office blocking as now 
proposed would be misled into thinking blocking would be total. 

PPI also states that AS 2550 is inconsistent with federal 
law and such should be reported to the state legislature. It 
states circumstances which have developed since the enactment of 
AS 2550 render any discernible policy behind the law moot and make 
it clear that the statute is unlawful and any efforts to comply 
with it at this time would unquestiona~ly cause needless legal 
controversy and expense to all concerned, including the affected 
telephone companies, information providers, the CPUC, and 
ultimately the consuming public. It states such a controversy 
would be needless since there are available avenues through which 
existing problems can be corrected. 

PPI states statewide mandatory blocking is also 
discriminatory regulation with respect to interstate access in that 
it (1) gives AT&T 900R an unfair competitive advantage over 
california 976 lAS IPs and (2) provides no method by which callers 
in the other 49 states may delete access to Dial-A-Porn. It states 
that the' FCC has found network blocking to be unnecessarily 
restrictive and that Cl?E would be similarly flawed. 

PPI also sta~es that AS 2550 is in violation of the FCC's 
regulation in that any government imposed availability of blocki~q 
would violate the FCC mandate of no central office or CPE blocking. 
PPI states AS 976, Stats. 1987, Ch. ___ , which was recently enacted 
by the California legislature, codified certain defenses for IF's 
distributing obscene matter and will generate even more controversy 
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than blocking because while in compliance with state law it could 
still be in violation of the FCC mandate. 

PPI asserts that the combination of central office 
blocking and CPE blocking is indirect contradiction of the MFJ 
which requires operating companies to provide acces~ services to 
interexchange carriers and intormation service providers which are 
equal in type, quality and price to the access services provided to 
AT&T and its attiliates. PPI states it is uncontested that the 
local telephone utilities bill and collect on behalf ot certain 
interexchanqe carriers, including AT&T, and that AT&T has 
established a national network which is a virtual replica (in terms 
of program otferings) of the local 976 lAS tariffed by the 
Commission. It states that if blocking is made available for the 
purpose of deleting access to California's 976 lAS, California's 
information providers will be victims ot a clear and objective kind 
of discrimination, when compared with AT&T and/or its providers on 
the AT&T 900 network. A similar analysis may be applied to the 
interexchange carriage of 976 programs from other states, whereby 
all interexchange carriers would be motivated (for the purpose of 
generating revenues trom long distance toll charges) to permit such 
access from californians. It states that the facts of this case 
demonstrate that blocking, as proposed, would violate federal 
antitrust law. 

PPI asserts that in mandating the choice to consumers of 
blocking all 976, or none ot it, the Commission would be 
erroneously yielding to a perceived threat from pornographers and 
abusers who have instituted live programming. PPI states that 
there would be many consumers who, having heard of or experienced 
problems with pornography or live progr~ing, would WchooseW 

blocking in order to avoid those abuses. It states implementation 
of central otfice blocking tails to serve any legislative purpose 
or the public interest • 
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PPI also asserts that *hy foreing consumers to retain 
access to all or none of 976 lAS, the CPOC would predictably cause 
many legitimate IPs to lose revenues. PPI maintains that such an 
arbitrary imposition would violate its fourteenth amendment due 
process and equal protection rights.* 

It states that in regulating a speech-ladened industry 
such as 976 lAS, the imposition of network blocking would arguably 
be subject to a review under a standard of strict scrutiny_ It 
states that though purporting to adopt a content neutral 
philosophy, the facts demonstrate that the imposition of a *ehoiceN 

of all or nothing constitutes a preference tor pornographic 
offerings. Put another way, the Commission is punishing non
obscene, non-indecent programmers for the public per~eptions of 
Dial-A-Porn providers and ac~ess to· their programs by children. It 
states the problems can be avoided by separate tariffs for live and 
adult entertainment programming. 

PPI contends that the content neutral philosophy' 
obligates all consumers who have ac~ess to 97& !AS to waive their 
right under federal law to delete access to obs~ene or indecent 
telephone transmissions. It suggests reconsideration of the 
content neutral philosopby stating direct regulation of Oial-A-Porn 
is in the public interest, the problem will not disappear with the 
advent of new technologies, and a separate service - i.e. Tariff, 
for pornography accompanied by reasonable limits to access by 
minors will remove a public's taint now associated with 97& 
service. 

PPI argues that central office blocking would not affect 
interstate access to· 976 services nor h~ve the capability of 
blocking programs offered to AT&T 900 and that any belief of a 
reasonable partial solution is illusory. It states that the 
expenditure associated with central office blocking when it will 
not cure the problem makes no sense • 
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PPI asserts that a content-neutral policy elevates the 
ilk of grossly prurient programming t~ a status equal t~ the 
uncontroversial content such as weather and sports, which, by its 
nature, is not harmful. It states aault offerings should be 
separately regulated so that access by minors could be properly 
limited. 

with respect to live programming, PPI states it believes 
the present 976 tariff does not allow such offerings. It states 
thus as a technological matter, live connections should be quite 
different from the kind of access which allows for thousands of 
simultaneous callers to a single 97& number. In short, a separate 
tariff for live programming should be adopted. 

PPI concludes there is a need for protection from live 
and pornographic offerings and that to meet constitutional 
challenges, both should be separately regulated. 

Publi~ Advoea~s 

Public Advocates favors the adoption of central office 
blocking to be in effect no later than April 1, 1988. It states 
such blocking, combined with a liberal refund policy, honest 
adVertising, recorded messages with information on price, and the 
eventual development of separate prefixes for Oial-A-Porn, should 
resolve the problems associated with the 976 offering. 

PUblic Advocates argue that the exhibits and testimony of 
Pacific ana General clearly establish the efficacy of central 
office blocking over the alternatives available. It notes the 
results of the Field study ana the fact that in recent months, 
there has been an increase in adjustments by both Pacific and 
General. 

With respect t~the'position of PPI that blocking is 
necessary only for Dial-A-porn programming, PUblic Advocates, 
citing Pacific exhibits states that the record is clear that the 
complaint level of children programming is extraordinarily high • 
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PUblic Advocates supports the results of the Field Study 
pointing out that the projections of 7 to 11% demand compares 
favorably with the 6.3% of households in pennsylvania4 who have 
secured blocking. 

Because only 88% of Pacific's customers can be provided 
central office blockinq, and because of the present unavailability 
of a CPE device, and the unacceptability of other available 
alternatives, Public Advocates supports the liberal (three-time) 
adjustment policy proposed by Pacific until blocking is available 
for all customers. It cautions that the three-time adjustment 
should be carefully monitored to avoid customer abuse. 

PUblic Advocates states that at present, 97& is a 
defective product. However, recoqni~ing the role 976 can play in 
the -information ageH , PUblic Advocates makes the same consumer 
protection recommendation it made in the prior hearings adding the 
need for a 900-type nwnber with separat'e prefixes for porno, adult 
line, Children-related, and all other programs • 

Public Advocates urges an or~er tor central office 
blocking before the 1987 Christmas season t~ enable the utilities 
to have the blockinq in place by April 1, 1988. 

Intormatign EXoviclers AsSQCiatiQD 
The Information Providers Association (IPA) opposes 

blocking of any kind stating'the commission faces virtually 
certain and protracted First Amendment and antitrust law challenges 
it it proceeds with blocking as presently envisioned by the 
utilities and staff. It states blocking will prove to be an 
expensive, confusing and ineffeetive solution while driving most, 
if not all, IP's out of 97& rAS in California. 

4 The faets surrounding the state of Pennsylvania blocking 
experience were introduced by IPA witness Ryan • 
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IPA argues that the six-digit blocking proposed by 
Pacific and General would be wincompleteW since it would only block 
976 within California while interstate and AT&T's 900 service would 
still be available. Because of the inability t() block interstate 
and the 900 network, IPA argues these providers would have a 
competitive advantage over California IP. 

IPA also states that the customers surveyed by the Field 
Study should have been questioned about selective blocking and 
whether the $5 they would pay for blocking would be expected to 
be the total cost. with respect to cost, IPA states that the per 
program cost ()f central office blocking at 7%, 9%.and 11% demand 
rates would be $10,055, $12,476, and $14,896, respectively. For 
the 12% of Pacific's customers for whom central office blocking 
would not be available, IPA states that CPS blocking would cost 
$8,381, $9,878 and $11,109 at demand rate of 7%, 9% and 11%, 
respectively. It states this eost would result in a tremendous 
repression of the number of 976 proqrams available to the public • 

Because of the requirement that AB 25S0 imposes on the 
IPs for blocking, they argue they, the Il>", must pay the expense of 
diminishing their own audience and that this is an infringement of 
First Amendment liberties. It argues that when the blocking 
proposal is analyzed under fundamental First Amendment principles 
it is suspect. It states the apparent purpose behind AS 25S0 - to 
help teleph.one subseribers who cannot control the use of their 
telephones to avoid high telephone charges for 976 calls - is not a 
substantial, much less a compelling, governmental interest. 

IPA argues that the fundamental flaw of the blocking 
proposal is that it is simultaneously over-inclusive and under
inclusive. OVer-inclusive because central office blocking would 
block access to all 976 numbers and it is under-inclusive because 
callers would still not be able to block, interstate and 900 network 
calls • 
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Because central office blocking only blocks intrastate 
976, citing Minneapolis star Tribune v Minnesot~ CQrnIDis§iQo of 
BeQueed, 460 U.S. 575, IPA, argues that because out-ot-state 976 
providers and the 900 network are spared any expense related tc 
blocking these is a clear competitive advantage to the out-of-state 
providers and the 900 network in violation of the First Amendment. 

IPA also argues that subjecting only Cali~ornia IPs to 
the costs now envisioned for blocking also violates Section rI-A of 
the MFJ which requires Pacific to provide to all information 
providers A'exchange access, information access, and exchange 
services for such access on an unbundled tariffed basis that is 
equal in type, quality and price to that provided by AT&T.W IPA 
states: . 

A'On its face, the blocking sc:helne envisioned by 
Pacific and General violates the equal exchange 
access and equal information access 
requirements of the MFJ and the GTE Consent 
Decree. The discrimination could not possi~ly 
be more clear. Those IPs utilizing AT&T's 
inter$tate network or AT&T's 900 network to 
disseminate their virtually identical programs 
in California are not subject to having their 
audience diminished at their own expense, even 
though it is technologically possible, 
according to General, to block 900 network 
calls. (Tr. 5102-5103, 5113.) By contrast, 
intrastate 976 IPs are forced to pay for 
reducing their aUdience. 

A'For this Commission to frustrate the purposes 
of either the MFJ or the GTE Consent Decree, by 
orderin~ Pacific and General to engaqe in 
discrimJ.natory practices which violate those 
decrees, would constitute interference with 
enforcement of tederal antitrust laws. For 
this reason, as envisioned by the utilities, 
blockinq is preempted by federal law. ~pital 
S;ities caQle. Ins- y crisp, 467 U.S. 691 
(1984) • .1'1 

IPA states that if implemented blOCking will be an 
expensive fiasco since callers will not be prevented'from accessing 
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976-type programs in other states and/or AT&T's 900 network. It 
states that when residential subscri~ers are made aware that they 
will still be tully liable tor eharges tor any calls made to 976-
type programs outside of California, they will quickly realize that 
a $5 investment in ~locking will be a complete waste of money_ 

IPA states that blocking will have a catastrophic effect 
on the 976 industry in general with the repression in programs the 
costs soar to some $53,942 per program. It states that leaving 90% 
of the cost of blockin9 within the control of the utilities is an 
invitation for ~use since given the Never-present incentives to 
cross-subsidize, the utilities' costs in this area will be 
virtually beyond policing: PSD has stated it has no interest in 
~onitoring Pacific's and General's costs. N These headaches could 
be avoided if Pacific and General accepted responsibility for their 
product and implemented blocking on their own, under cireumstances 
which left them with a direct incen~ive to keep costs to a minimum. 

Should blocking be ordered, IPA suggests the following: 
1. Subscribers be told that central oftice 

blocking will not stop calls to interstate 
976 numbers and 900 network numbers. 

2. The commission not adopt CPE blocking_ 

3. Pacific and General should pay for the 
costs of blocking because they will incur 
minimal out-of-pocket cash expenses. 

4. Presubscription PIN numbers should not be 
adopted. 

5. Should blocking be ordered, mandatory 
blocking of all 97& calls from telephones 
of sUbscribers who refuse to pay for 976 
calls whether or not they have been given 
one-time adjustment. 

6. The suspension of 976 service should be 
taken if there are delays in. implementing 
blocking • 
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Finally, IPA states the Commission should not stray into 
the issue of whether 976, IAS proqrams should be regulated on the 
basis of content. It states the answer to the blocking dilemma is 
a new report to the legislature outlining the constitutional and 
antitrust issues and the catastrophic costs to IPs of implements 
blocking at their expense and ask for appropriate relief. 

Em2 
PSD proposes that central office blocking be ordered 

forth with because it is the most effective and least costly to the 
consumer while promoting the growth of the information industry. 
~he least preferred methods of blocking according to PSD were PIN 
access code ana CPE equipment. staff asserts it would be 
recommending central office blocking notwithstanding the existence 
of ,AB. 2550. 

PSO asserts that the soaring increase in adjustments 
(less than .5% of all 976 calls in February 1986 to 10-14% per 
month) for 976 calls is indicative of the neea to have a blocking 
mechanism in place. In addition to the increase in adjustments, 
the staff cites the Field Study commissioned by Pacific which shows 
an 8-12% demand rate for total blocking. ~he PSO notes that the 
witness who sponsored the Field Study believea the demand rate for 
blocking would be higher it it were offered at no cost and that the 
results of the study would probably not be changed by the fact that 
blocking would not affect interstate and A~&~ 900 calls. 

Of the alternatives available, PSO asserts c~ntral office 
blocking is preferred because it is the most effective and least 
expensive. PSO states the PIN access code is the least preferred 
because it requires an affirmative request on the part of a 
subscriber in addition to the cost. (Assuming a 10% demand rate 
the cost estimated by Pacific would be $Z5,432,028. Of that 
amount, $13 million would be non-volume sensitive costs.) PSO also 
notes the PIN system would still allow circumvention and abuse and 
provide only one-level sereening_ 
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With respect to CPE devices, PSD asserts they are too 
costly, easily defeatable, and if selective, too di!ficul~ to 
program. It notes that the Field Study confirms that selective 
blocking does not seem to be a high priority among california 
consumers. For cost, PSO points out Pacific's data at an 11% 

demand rate shows costs from a low of $44 million to.a hiqh $144 
million. PSO states that CPE does not meet the desired criteria 
of universally simply design for ease of installation and foolproof 
enough that it works. 

PSD supports central office blocking because it is the 
least expensive for both Pacific and General, is the most 
effective, virtually foolproof, and from the customer viewpoint 
easy to implement. cost wise, at a 10% demand rate, central office 
blocking would be about $l5 per residential line for Pacific. The 
PSD also supports central office blocking as the best means of 
consumer protection while allowing expansion of 976 services. 

For customers not ~erved out of stored program control 
(SPC) and thus not able to be offered blocking, PSD proposes that 
local exchange carriers (LECs) be required to suspend the offering 
of 976 lAS to residential customers who cannot be offered optional 
blocking by April l, 19S5. LEes would apply for exemption. to this 
provision for central offices which will not have optional blocking 
capability by April l, 1988 but which will have sueh capability by 
october 1, 1988. The suspension would be implemented by blocking 
all 976 prefix calls originated from the non-conforming central 
office, and would be in effect until optional bloeking becomes 
available or until the commission establishes a universal access 
arrangement for information services. PSD also propose-that should 
adjunct equipment be required to accomplish the limited suspension, 
the LEes should bear such costs out of the eXisting contribution 
margin for 976· lAS. 

With respect to the IP's arqument that optional blocking 
infringes on their right to free speech, PSD states that this issue 
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was laid to rest in 0.87-01-042 wherein we supported PSD's position 
that the blocking of 976 only gives the telephone subscriber the 
option of what he wishes to hear. 

PSO notes that the 1P's acknowledge blocking already 
exists in hotels, motels, government agencies, businesses etc. and 
asserts the free speech is only raised because the 1P's are asked 
to share a portion of the cost to provide blocking. 

With respect to the motion that central office blocking 
will bc unable to block interstate and At&T 900 calls and, 
therefore, an expensive exercise in futility, PSO asserts it is 
just another red herring raised by the IPs. PSO states the 
argument that state regulation which does not cover interstate 
services is ineffective and, therefore, should not be attempted 
could be equally applied to federal regulation which does not cover 
intrastate services. The logical result of such a rationale is 
that no action should be taken by either the FCC or the state 
commissions to address the 976 aCCess control problem • 

Regarding the FCC's position that network blocking is an 
unacceptable method of implementing Section 223 of the Federal 
Communication Act, PSD states such action is irrelevant to' 
California because the FCC action is aimed at only Oial-A-Porn -
i.e. content, while this proceeding is aimed at regulating all 976 
service and is content neutral. 

PSO states that whether or not AB 2550 was law, it would 
be recommending that central office blocking be offered as a 
necessary complement to the provision 976 service in California. 
It states it is not recommending the implementation of central 
office blocking merely because the Legislature has instructed the 
Commission to do so. It states the Commission has before it a 
thorough and compelling record that can only lead to a conclusion 
that central office blocking is needed as an option for consumers 
if 97& service is to continue at all • 
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PSO points out that this investigation into 97& service 
began before the Legislature acted in the area and in all 
likelihood will continue long after. It states that with or 
without the existence of AS 2550, the Commission has ample 
authority to requiring the offering of optional blocking as a 
necessary consumer protection in the offering of 976 service in 
california. 

PSO states that the dramatic increase in requests for 
adjustments and the findings of the Field Study lead it to 
recommend that if a final order for blocking cannot be issued by 
January 1, 1988 or if such blocking is not actually implemented by 
April 1, 1985, that the Commission order the temporary suspension 
of existing tariffs for 976 lAS.' PSO suggests that the Commission 
then reopen consideration of 97& lAS to allow argument by staff and 
other parties that the continued offering of 97& lAS tariffs 
without adequate consumer protection capabilities is not in the 
public interest and that the commission should order those tariffs 
to be withdrawn or indefinitely suspended. 

PSD states it is convinced that in the absence of 
adequate consumer protections such as optional central office 
blocking, 97& service is not in the public interest and should not 
be offered in California. 

As a necessary complement to central office blocking, and 
beeause blocking does not eliminate the need for a one-time 
adjustment prior t~ a eustomer's awareness of 976 charges, PSD 
recommends that the adjustment poliey adopted in D.87-~1-042 be 

extended indefinitely. If not extended indefinitely, PSD 

recommends the adjustment policy be continued until the effects of 
central office blocking can be evaluated. 

~o ensure that the blocking option is brought to the 
public's attention, PSD reeommends that initial notifieation 
include a special mailing to all residential customers served by 
capable offices, explaining the offering of optional blocking and 
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enclosinq a reply card with a postaqe paid return envelope as was 
done in the marketing abuse case. 

Finally, the staff states that 976 service is only a 
small part of the overall information and enhanced services now 
developing and blockinq cannot be viewed in isolation. PSO witness 
stated: 

HI would like to emphasize that the blockinq 
'solution' recommended by the Staff at this 
time should not be interpreted as the 
recommended final disposition of 976 access and 
blockinq issues, but rather as a transiti9D 
soluti,2n. Staff expects that the long-term 
,resolution of the 976 access issue will be 
determined in the context of the Commission's 
onqoing development of policies regarding 
access and billing arranqements for all 
information and enhanced services, probably 
wi thin the context of an Open Network 
Architecture framework. The PUblic Staff 
antiCipates that at the time that the 
Commission adopts an overall framework for 
access, billinq and consumer protection for 
enhanced services, that it would also issue 
specific direction for the possible 
modification of the current 976 access and 
billing arranqement to conform with that new 
framework. Such a modification might view well 
take advantage of further developments in 
network capabilities to require that 976 lAS 
service be covered by SOme form of minimal 
subscription requirement. PSO anticipates that 
such a modification might be two to three years 
off in the future, coincident with the 
implementation of a universal access 
arranqement for enhanced services provided 
within the State of California. Accordinqly, 
staff recommends that the Commission make it 
known that its adoption of abloeking 
arranqement at this time is a transitional 
measure and that it may consider modifications 
of the conditions for providing 976 lAS in a 
future proceedinq.H 
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To ensure blocking is implemented as quickly as possible, 
PSD made the following recommendations: 

(l) Ordering Paragraph 3 of D.87-0l-042 should 
Oe superseded DY the provisions of this 
order. 

(2) Local exchange carriers (*LECs*) desiqnated 
in this order should deploy and make 
available central office Dlocking for 976 
Information Access Service using software
based six-digit screening tor all 
residential customers served by capable 
switches .. 

(3) Access to 976 lAS for residential customers 
served by *non-conforming* switches 
should be suspended as of April l, 1988. 
LEes shall be allowed to apply for 
exemption to this prOvision for switches 
which will not have optional blocking 
capability by April l, 1988 but which wi~l 
definitely have such capability by 

(4) 

Oetober 1, 1988.. This suspension should be 
implemented by blocking all 976 prefix 
calls originating from the non-conforming 
switch, and will be in etfect as long as 
the switch is *non-conforming*. If adjunct 
equipment is re9Uired to accomplish this 
limited suspenS1on, the LECs shall file 
advice letters detailing the costs of such 
equipment and bear such costs out of the 
existing contribution margin for 976 lAS. 
Costs incurred in the information of this 
ordering paragraph should not be passed on 
to information providers pursuant to 
ordering Paragraph 7. 

Affected LECs should begin acceptin~ 
service orders for six-digit screen1ng 
within tour (4) months of the effective 
date of this order.. LECs should complete 
the Offering to all residential customers 
served by capable switches within six (6) 
months of the effective date of this order .. 
Each service order should be fulfilled 
within thirty (30) days after its receipt .. 
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(5) Affected LECs should provide advance notice 
to all residential customers of the 
availability of blocking. Initial 
notification should inelude a special 
mailing to all residential customers served 
by capable offices, explaining the offering 
of optional blocking and enclosing a reply 
card with a postage paid envelope. 
Additional notice should not be limited to 
bill inserts, but should be extensive and 
provided in appropriate languages. 
Periodic reminder inserts or other measures 
to continue to pUblicize the availability 
of blocking after its initial availability 
should be authorized. Such specific 
measures as are needed to effectively 
implement the intent of this ordering 
paragraph should be determined by the 
Evaluation and compliance Division. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

LEes shall charge residential customers a 
non-recurring fce of five dollars ($S) for 
an initial order for blocking. Non
recurring fees of five dollars ($S) should 
also apply to orders for the removal of 
blocking and reinstallation of blockin~. 
Customers who- opt for a number change In 
order to obtain six-di~it screening should 
not be charged any addltional amount for 
the number change. Affected LECs should 
file advice letters to implement such 
charges within thirty' (30) days of the 
effective date of this order. 

Costs incurred by LECs in the provision of 
blocking to residential customers which are 
not recovered through charges to those 
customers should be recovered from 
information providers subscribing to 
service under the 976 IAS tariff. • 
Determination of cost allocation should be 
done in a later phase of the proceeding. 

Atfected LEes should create and maintain 
memorandum accounts to record all revenues, 
investment, and expenses received or 
incurred in the provision of blocking for 
information services. Such memorandum 
accounts should include records of 
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(9) 

(lO) 

Discussion 

cumulative amounts recovered from all 
customers and information providers, as 
well as recorded depreciation charges and 
plant balances. 

Ordering Paragraph l(b) of 0.8:7-01-042, 
amended in 0.87-04-015, should be further 
amended to read as follows: 

leb) The adjustment policy should remain 
in effect indefinitely. 

ordering paragraphs 1 through 8: should be 
applicable to both Pacific Bell and General 
Telephone of california and to any other 
independent LEe choosing to allOW 976 
access by its residential customers. W 

Pursuant to AS 2550, Ordering Paragraph 3 of 0.87-0l-042, 
with an effective date of January 1, 1988, ordered the respondent 
telephone utilities to provide central of:!ice b1ockinS. P~ndins 

implementation of central ottice blocking, we ordered further 
hearings on the technolO<]ical and economic teasibility of providing 
CPE blocking and PIN sUbscription to- block 976 access. 

Since issuing 0.87-01-042, subsequent events surrounding 
976 service convince us that central office blocking ordered in 
January 1987, should be implemented post haste. Though the nwnber 
of complaints received by the telephone utilities and the 
Commission Conswuer Affairs Unit may have decreased in volwue, 
there has been an escalation of customer adjustments for 976 calls. 
For example in February 1986, the adjustment rate tor all 976 calls 
for pacific was .5% contrasted to an average lO-14% rate today. 
General's 976 adjustment pattern is the same. When considering the 
dollar volwue involved (Pacifie's 976· billed revenue tor June 1987 
was $7,523,928 and adjusted $l,079,846), it is clear blocking in 
some form is in order. 
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The need for some form of blocking is also shown by the 
Field Study commissioned by Pacific (as ordered by the ALJ). The 
study was to obtain an estimate of demand for each of two types of 
blocking services: (l) total blocking, a service/device that would 
block all 976 calls from a household, and (2) selective blocking, a 
service/device that would enable customers to indicate which 97& 
calls should be made. The results of the study show that some l4% 

would order total blocking and lOt would order selective blocking. 
This is also an increase OVer the earlier estimates made by Pacific 
of the demand for blocking. 

Though the Field Study did not ask about interstate and 
900 network blocking, the witness stated: 

blocking. 

NAnd there would be a tendency, I think, and 
there is a tendency for some people to bloek 
what they can. They might do that. I really 
don't know. 

NThey might also say--if this is an issue that 
they feel strongly about, they might also say, 
well, I understand it doesn't make sense 
because I understand that they could also call 
these out of state numbers, but, nevertheless, 
I want to block what I can, take a position. N 
(Tr. Vol. 37, ~. 5027.) 

Again, clearly there is a demand for some form of 

With respect to the IP's argument that AS 2550 is 
inconsistent with federal law and in violation of antitrust law as 
interpreted by the MFJ, we disagree. First with regard to the 
inconsistency with federal law, we point out the FCC which found 
blOCking technically and economically infeasible and unnecessarily 
restrictive was concerned with NDial-A-PornN service and the 
transport of obscene material to minors. Here we are dealing with 
a content neutral option where the telephone customer decides 
whether or not information access telephone service is appropriate 
for that subscriber's family. Again, we stress the word "'optionN • 
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The residential sUbseriber must take the initiative to. exercise the 
option to block access to the 976 prefix and pay $S.OO for the 
blocking. ' 

with respect to the argument that optional blocking, as 
ordered by AB 2550, somehow violates the IP's First Amendment 
rights, we point out this issue was covered in D.87-01-042 wherein 
we supported the PSD position stating: 

and 

WIn rebuttal to the First Amendment claims of 
the information providers, the Publie Staff 
arques that under its blocking proposal 
(central office blockingJ, the californian's 
choiee of whether or not to have 976 service 
come into his home no more infringes on the 
information provider's right to ~ree speech 
than does a Californian's choice not to have a 
phone at all ~ The Public Staff adds that the 
often unmentioned corollary to freedom of 
speech is the ~reedom not to listen. w 

WFurther, we categorically reject the self
serving viewpoint of some 976 provider 
interests that customer-initiated blocking in 
any way infringes on their free-speech rights 
or anyone else's.W (D.87-01-042', mimeo.. pp. 
16-17. ) 

Further, we point out that there is no mandatory blocking. 'the 
only mandate is that blocking be available at the request of the 
subscriber. We believe such a requirement is both sound public 
policy as well as reasonable. 

The IP's argument that AB 2550 violates the MFJ is not 
convincing. What is required of the Bell Operating Companies 
(aces) (including PacifiC) is that no BeC shall discriminate 
petween AT&T and its affiliates and other similar provid~rs. It 
also provides for any *exchange access* or *information access* 
which is being provided to AT&T and its affiliates must also be 
provided to. all interexchange carriers and information service 
providers on an. unbundled, ~ritted basis that is equal in type, 
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quality and price to that provided to AX&T and its attiliates. 
MExchange aceess* is provided to AT&T and, therefore, such service 
is provided to all inter-exehange carriers. However, *information 
access* service is n2t provided to AT&T and its affiliates and 
accordingly, there is no requirement that such services be provided 
to any information service provider. 

Having determined that blocking is in order we must look, 
as ordered in D.87-01-042 the merits of CPE and PIN access codes. 

The evidence presented is that there is presently no 
working cPt device available that is both economic and feasible. 
No party in the proceeding supported the use of such a device and 
all vitnesses rejected this blocking option. Though the usc of a 
CPE device would not require modification of the network and is a 
visible indication that blocking is in place~ it can be overridden 
if the customer wishes to use 976, it is easily defeatable if wired 
into a jack, may require a technician to install, and if battery 
operated, it will cease operating if the battery is depleted. The 
most glaring deficiency in the CPt is its easy defeatability and 
thus lack of customer protection. For the foregoing reasons, we 
believe the CPE option should not be ordered at this time. 

For the use of PIN access code as a possible option to 
control access to 976, both Pacific and General reviewed its use 
and supplied data as ordered by D.87-01-042. Pacific investigated 
two different methods of implementing PIN access concluding it was 
not the best 976 backing method available. In reaching its 
deciSion, Pacific noted that a PIN system would require use of a 
touch tone telephone and that 28% of its residential subscribers 
still employ rotary telephones. General investigated some five 
different PIN systems before concluding none were as preferable as 
oentral office blocking. Like pacific, General expressed concern 
that any pre sUbscription system would inhibit the spontaneous 
access to the servioe while much more expensive to institute . 
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In short, there was no support for a PIN acc,ess system 
I 

because of the inhibi'ting prospects for 976 service,/tthe hiCJh cost 
of implementing such a system as compared to central office 
blocking, and because such systems would provide one-level 
screening which would make them susceptible to circumvention. More 
important, however, for lack of support of the/option is because a 
PIN number could be used ~y any telephone and" its loss or d.iscovery 

," 
by random dialinq could conceivably createp problem as large or 
larger as the problem with stolen cred.it,.caras. 

,we believe that because of the,/ inherent problems 
associated with a PIN access code system, implemenation of such a 
system is not warranted at this time., 

For the 12% of Pacific's r,esidential telephone 
subscribers who cannot be offered ~~ntral office blocking, we 
believe that, with proper safeguards, Pacific's proposal that these 
subscribers be provided two addii-ional adjustments isa sound 

"~ 
approach. Thus, we will not adOpt the PSD proposal to suspend 976 

l' 
service to this segment. To, ~tigate the possibility of abuse and 
to give Pacific and General the incentive to monitor the program, 
the eharCJe-back should be e~allY divided between the IP'and the 

',{' 

utility. 'rhis proposal woU:~d continue to offer 97& lAS service to 
those subscribers and eliminate any argument of First Amendment 

;I.-

rights. l 
Pacific and General should begin accepting orders for 

'/ 
blocking with ninety (9'.0) days from the effective date of this 

~ 
order. (Since we are ..ordering blocki'ng, Ordering Paragraph 3 of 
D.87-01-042 will be'~perseded by the provisions of this order.) 

{!II' 

Notice of the avail~ility of optional ~locking should be noticed .... 
to all residential SUbscribers explaining the options available as 
well as the cost a~thorized tor blOCking ($5) and the removal 
thereof. The deta~ls, as outlined by PSO recommendation S above, 

,~. 

for the type of notice should be worked with the Evaluation and 
~ . 

Compliance Division (E&C) staff. The subscriber's request should 
~ 

( 
" 
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be complied with by Pacific and General within thirty (3~)\ days 
after receipt of the request for blocking. The offer lor blocking 
should be completed within six (6) months. ~ 

Because the total costs to provid.e bloc~ng are unknown, 
•• L;' • 

further hear~ng to d.eterm1ne the amount and allocatlon of costs 
will be necessary. Both Pacific and General S~~ld set up 

Ii 

appropriate accounts to record the revenues,~nvestment and. 
expenses to facilitate the final determination of cost allocation. 

I" 
Because there has been no further evidence presented with 

respect to adj ustments, we will not adopt the PSI) recommend.ation to 
conti~ue ~e ad.justment polic:y ordere~n 0.8;7-0'1-042 ind.efinitely 

linSli.n9s 0: Fact ,': 
at th1S tlme. L" 

1. D.87-01-042 ordered that.(,~e teleph.one utilities provid.e 
.. ... At.- ... 

central 0!f1ce blocking of 976 lAS servlce be made available by 
January 1, 1988 as mandated by S~ction 2884 of the PUblic utilities 

1/ . 
Code. It 

2. There has been a si~ificant increase in the number of 
adjustments tor 976 lAS call; by both Pacific and General. 

3. The number of adj~stments make the immediate need for 
" blocking access to 976 xAS'" imperative. 

4. central office {blocking of 976 lAS service is the most 
economical and. teChnicaL~y feasible of the available blocking 

I. 
methods - I 

~. The central;,office blocking of 976 lAS, t~ be offered to 
residential telephone~subscribersf is not based on message content. 

/. 

6. Central o~tice blocking of 976 lAS is an option that. 
:"i 

takes affirmative aCtion on the part of the telephone subscriber. 
"t} 

7. Central pffice blocking access to 976 ~ calls provides 
the residential telephone subscriber another option of the type of 
telephone servic~desired • .. 

ff ,-
f. 
V 
I. 
I , 
I . 
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S. Providing the residential telephone sUbseriber the option 
of deleting aeeess to the 976 lAS serviee does not impinge on the 
First Amendment rights of the information providers. /~ 

9. Providing the residential telephone subser~ the option 
to delete aecess to the 976 lAS serviee is not anticompetitive t~ 

,;" 

the information providers beeause it does not bloc~~interstate 976 
calls or AT&T 900 serviee.. 1/ 

10. Pacific's proposal for two additiona~!~djustments for 
residential telephone subscribers served by oiiices not having , 

.~ 

stored program eontrol and thus cannot now be- offered central 
office blocking is reasonable. Any eharg~fbaek of additional 

I /~. _ 

adJustments should be shared equally by/the lP and the ut~l~ty. 
11. Paeific and General should provide notiee to, all 

residential subscribers of the avail~ility of blocking within 
ninety (90) days of the effective d~e of this order • 

.;.JI,. 

12. The offer of bloeking should be completed within six (6) 
months. ;f 

13. Pacific and General si~Uld file advice letters to 
implement the five (SS) d011a~Peharqe for re$identia1 blocking. 

14. Pacific and Generai~should set up appropriate accounts to 
reeord all revenue and exp~es associated with the blocking offer. 

15. The reeord on thf issue of blocking is complete. An en 
1''4' 

bane hearing before the ~pll Commission would not be productive. 
conelJmiMs or Law I~~ ,. 

1. Public utili~es Code Section 2884 requires local 
, I 

exchange carriers to ~fer blocking of 976 lAS, serviee to 
residential telephon,'sUbscribers. 

2. The most ~easible and eeonomie blocking of 976 lAS 
service is from the:~local exehange earriers central office. 

3. customert~remise deviee blocking and a PIN access system 
are not economie ~r feasible alternatives at the present time. 

~, . 

4. For subscribers wishing to delete 976 aeeess but not 
served by a eentJ~l offiee with stored program control but whieh is 

! 
) 

I 
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co-'located in a wire center with such capability should be offered 
the option of changing their service and telephone number to· allow 
blocking. ,-

5. For residential customers served by office~'~hich do not 
have stored property control and have no option of~~hanging their 
service and telephone number should be allowed two additional 
adjustment periods. Such adjustments should beltreated the same as 
adjustments are now treated. ' ~ 

6. Further hearings are necessary t~determine the amount 
and allocation of costs for blocking 976~ service. 

7. central office blocking is co~ent neutral and is not in ,. 
conflict with First Amendment rights of free speeeh, Federal 
Communication Commission opinions, 0 'the Modified Final Judgement 
in YD~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,., 
552 F. Supp. 131 CD.D.C. 198), att~d sub nom. MArylan~ v United 
State§, (1983) 460 U.S. 1001 an~YDite~States of America v GTE 
Corporation, 1985-1 Trade cas/(CCf!) 64, 771, as modified and 
approved in ~ited States of America V GTE corporation, (1984) 603 
F. Supp. 7~0~ ;f 

S. The provisions ~this order should apply to all local 
exchange carrier~ who of,er residential subscribers 976 IAS 
service. ! 

9. An. en bane be!ring on the issue of blocking 976 lAS is 

I 
I 

not necessary. 

l 
l 

lN1%R1X ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. All lochal exchange carriers who offer residential 

subscribers 976/~ service shall proceed with central office 
blocking of 97~lAS service consistent with this opinion with 90 
days of the ~fiective date of this order. 

r 
I! , 
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2. All local exchange carriers ofterinq residential 
subscribers 976 lAS service shall provide advance notiee 0 all 
residential customers of the availability of blocking. lni tial 
notifieation should include a special mailing to al 
customers served. ~y capable offices, explaining 
optional ~locking. Notice of blocking availabi 
limited to English. Specifies of the notice s 
by Evaluation and Compliance Division. 

residential 
offering of 

3. Six months after the initial not' e, and at least once 
each calendar year thereafter, affected c rriers shall notify all 
residential customers of the continued ailability of blocking. 

4. Residential subseribers oPt~ to bloek 976 lAS service 
shall be eharged a non-recurring fee f five dollars ($5). A non
recurring fee of five dollars ($5) all be charged to residential 
subscribers for the removal of and einstallation of blocking. 

5. Residential subscribers ho elect to change telepnone 
numbers to obtain blocking shall not be charged for the change in 
numbers. 

6. Residential sUbscri 
shall be provided two additi 
closely monitor this proqr 
charge back shall be equal 
utility. 

rs who cannot be offered blocking 
al adjustment periods. Pacific shall 

to ensure there is no abuse. Any 
divided between the IP and the 

7. Pacifie and Gerrral shall file within 30 days of the 
effective date of this Vder an advice letter implementing the five 

'dollar ($5) customer ch rge for blocking. 
S. Pacific and eneral shall maintain accounts of reeord of 

income and expenses i rred to provide blocking of 976 lAS 
services. 

9. Further hlrings to determine the proper allocation of 
costs for blocking 976 lAS should be held within 90 days of the 
effective date of is order. 

I . 
, , 

~ 
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10. In addition to Pacific an General, the provisions of this 
decision apply to any indePendent telephone exchange oa~ier opting 
to provide 976 lAS service to residential subscr~. 

11. The request for an en banc arqume7non locking is 
denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated , at ~ Francisco, california • 

I , 
! 
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